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ABSTRACT  In this study, we investigated the mechanism underlying the production of in- 
wardly  rectifying  subconductance  states  induced  in  large  conductance  CaZ+-activated K § 
channels  (maxi  K(Ca)  channels)  by  the  small,  homologous  proteins,  bovine  pancreatic 
trypsin  inhibitor  (BPTI)  and  dendrotoxin-I  (DTX).  Low-resolution  bilayer  recordings  of 
BPTI-induced substates display excess noise that is well described by a [3-distribution charac- 
teristic of a filtered, two-state process. High-resolution patch recordings of maxi K(Ca) chan- 
nels from vascular smooth muscle cells confirm that the  BPTI-induced substate is actually 
comprised of rapid, voltage-dependent transitions between the open state and a nearly closed 
state. Patch recordings of DTX-induced substates also exhibit excess noise consistent with a 
similar two-state fluctuation process that occurs at rates faster than those measured for the 
BPTI-induced substate. The results indicate that these examples of ligand-induced substates 
originate by a fluctuating barrier mechanism that is similar to one class of models proposed 
by Dani,J. A., andJ. A. Fox (1991. J.  Theor. Biol.  153:401-423)  to explain subconductance be- 
havior of ion channels. To assess the general impact of such rapid fluctuations on the practi- 
cal measurement of unitary currents by amplitude histograms, we simulated single-channel 
records for a  linear,  three-state scheme of C(closed)-O(open)-S(substate).  This simulation 
defines a  range of transition  rates relative to filter frequency where  rapid fluctuations can 
lead to serious underestimation of actual unitary current levels. On the basis of these experi- 
ments  and  simulations,  we  conclude  that fluctuating barrier processes and  open channel 
noise may play an important physiological role in the modulation of ion permeation. 
INTRODUCTION 
Dendrotoxins  from mamba snake venom are a  family 
of ~60  residue  proteins  containing  three  conserved 
disulfide  bonds  that externally block certain  isoforms 
of voltage-sensitive K + channels  (K  v channels)  with na- 
nomolar affinity (Harvey and Anderson,  1985; Hurst et 
al.,  1991).  Kunitz inhibitor proteins are a  distinct class 
of serine protease inhibitors  that are found in numer- 
ous  vertebrate  tissues  and  plasma  (Creighton  and 
Charles,  1987).  They occur as small ~58-residue  pro- 
teins  (e.g.,  bovine pancreatic  trypsin  inhibitor,  BPTI) 
and as distinct domains of larger proteins (e.g., inter-~- 
trypsin inhibitor).  Kunitz protease inhibitors are struc- 
turally homologous to dendrotoxins  (Skarzynski, 1992) 
with ~30% identity, but are ineffective as extracellular 
blockers of Kv channels  (Marshall  and Harvey, 1992). 
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Similarly,  dendrotoxins  are weak inhibitors  of trypsin 
and kallikrein  (Marshall and Harvey, 1990). In contrast 
to these activities, both dendrotoxin-I (DTX) and BPTI 
inhibit maxi K(Ca) channels from the internal side, by 
inducing  the  appearance  of discrete  subconductance 
events  (Lucchesi and Moczydlowski,  1990,  1991).  This 
paper concerns the mechanism by which this latter sub- 
conductance behavior is produced. 
Previous  work  showed  that  the  DTX/BPTI interac- 
tion with  the  maxi K(Ca)  channels  obeys kinetics  ex- 
pected for reversible binding at a  single  class of sites; 
i.e.,  substate durations  are independent  of concentra- 
tion  (first-order  dissociation)  and  the  dwell  time  be- 
tween adjacent substate events varies inversely with con- 
centration  (bimolecular  association)  (Lucchesi  and 
Moczydlowski, 1990,  1991).  The substate durations are 
well resolved with a mean dwell time of ~0.2 s for BPTI 
and ~11  s for DTX at 0 inV. Thus, this ligand-channel 
interaction  resembles "slow block"  of K +  channels  by 
Ba  2+  and  charybdotoxin  (Vergara  and  Latorre,  1983; 
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are reminiscent of a "fast block" (HiUe,  1992). This lat- 
ter  analogy is  based  on  the  reduced  unitary conduc- 
tance and the inwardly rectifying substate I-Vcurve, in 
contrast to the relatively ohmic/-Vrelation of the un- 
modified maxi K(Ca) channel. Unlike true fast block of 
K channels by an organic cation such as tetraethylam- 
monium  (TEA),  the  level  of the  substate  current  in- 
duced  by DTX and  BPTI  does  not  decrease  with  in- 
creasing inhibitor concentration. Furthermore, the ob- 
served  substate  current  level  varies  for  different 
structural homologues of DTX or BPTI (Moczydlowski 
et al.,  1992; G. W.J. Moss and E. Moczydlowski, unpub- 
lished  results).  These  results  suggest  that  binding  of 
these inhibitors somehow modifies the energetics of K  + 
permeation through the channel. 
From  a  theoretical  standpoint,  changes  in  unitary 
channel conductance can arise  by a  variety of mecha- 
nisms  (Dani and Fox, 1991). One class of mechanisms 
involves electrostatic changes in the channel mouth or 
vestibule.  If  the  vestibule  is  partially  occluded  by  a 
charged  ligand,  or if negative  surface  charges  in  the 
vestibule are neutralized by a ligand, this may lead to a 
reduction in unitary current by perturbation of ion-ion 
interactions  or a  decrease  in  the  effective  concentra- 
tion of permeant cations at the channel entrance  (e.g., 
Schild and  Moczydlowski, 1994).  However, the  DTX/ 
BPTI subconductance behavior is not competitive with 
internal  pore blockers such as TEA and Ba  2+, and the 
substate  is  not  relieved  by  increased  ionic  strength 
(Lucchesi and  Moczydlowski, 1991).  This implies  that 
the  binding site(s)  for BPTI and  DTX is  not located 
within the inner vestibule of the K(Ca) channel and ar- 
gues that surface electrostatics are not involved. 
Other  possible  mechanisms  for  the  production  of 
channel  substates  involve  conformational  changes  of 
the channel protein  (Dani and Fox,  1991).  For exam- 
ple,  binding  of  a  ligand  may  induce  a  long-lasting 
change in the structure of the open channel from one 
conformation to another,  resulting in a  less  favorable 
free energy profile for ion permeation with an intrinsi- 
cally lower conductance. Alternatively, the structure of 
the channel protein may spontaneously fluctuate on a 
rapid  time  scale  between  a  high-conductance confor- 
mation  and  a  low-conductance conformation.  In  this 
case,  a  change in  apparent  conductance can  occur if 
binding of a  ligand  to  the  channel  alters  the  equilib- 
rium between these two states. Since single-channel re- 
cordings are invariably filtered by the recording system, 
a  particular observed current level may actually corre- 
spond to the filtered average of many rapidly fluctuat- 
ing protein conformations (Lfiuger, 1983, 1985; Ander- 
sen et al.,  1986). 
In this study, we have identified which of these latter 
two classes of conformational mechanisms accounts for 
the  DTX/BPTI subconductance phenomenon.  By us- 
ing [3-function analysis of excess noise  (Yellen,  1984), 
we  find  that  BPTI- and  DTX-induced  substates  arise 
from a dynamic process involving rapid current fluctua- 
tions.  In  the  case  of BPTI,  we  used  high  resolution 
patch  recordings  of  maxi  K(Ca)  channels  in  aortic 
smooth muscle cells to ascertain that the apparent sub- 
state is actually due to fast, voltage-dependent fluctua- 
tions between  the  open state  and  a  very low conduc- 
tance state. To generalize our findings, we developed a 
computer simulation  of a  simple  C(closed)-O(open)- 
S(substate)  process to determine the effect of fast fluc- 
tuations on practical measurements of unitary currents 
as routinely carried out with the use of amplitude histo- 
grams.  This  simulation  identifies  a  border region  be- 
yond which rapid  transition  rates  relative  to filter fre- 
quency lead  to an  underestimation  of the  underlying 
unitary current amplitude.  The simulations and actual 
recordings of DTX-induced substates demonstrate that 
the amplitude of excess current noise is not always a re- 
liable  indication  of whether standard  histogram mea- 
surements reflect the  true open-channel current.  The 
simulations  also  illustrate  cases  in  which  apparent 
changes in channel gating and unitary current can be 
manifestations  of a  change  in  one  pair  of rate  con- 
stants. Application of these results to analysis of subcon- 
ductance  behavior  and  open-channel  rectification  is 
discussed in reference to related work on open-channel 
noise and fluctuating barrier mechanisms. Preliminary 
reports  of this  work have  been  published  in  abstract 
form (Moss and Moczydlowski, 1993, 1995). 
MATERIALS  AND  METHODS 
K(Ca) Channels Recorded in Planar Bilayers 
Planar bilayers were formed on a hole (200-~m diam) in a poly- 
styrene cup by spreading a lipid solution (25 mg/ml lipids in de- 
cane) with a small glass rod. The lipid composition was a 4:1 mix- 
ture of bovine brain phosphatidylethanolamine/1,2-diphytanoyl- 
phosphatidylcholine  (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc., Alabaster, AL). 
Maxi K(Ca) channels from plasma membrane vesicles of rat skel- 
etal muscle were incorporated  into planar bilayers as previously 
described  (Lucchesi and Moczydlowski, 1991). The solution on 
both sides of the  chamber contained  50 mM KCI and  10 mM 
Mops-KOH, pH 7.4. The  cis chamber to which rat membranes 
were added also contained  100-200 ~M CaC12 for recording  at 
positive voltage (trans side corresponds to extracellular ground), 
and up to 0.7 mM CaCI~ at negative voltage (to maintain a high 
open-state probability). In required  experiments,  6.4 ~M BPTI 
and 0.8-1.6 IzM BaClz were also added to the cis chamber. BaCI2 
was used to produce long channel  blocks that clearly define the 
zero  current level. The  trans chamber also contained  0.1  mM 
EDTA to ensure the desired channel orientation.  Bilayer record- 
ings were made  at  room temperature  (19-23~  using a  List- 
Medical Systems EPC7 patch-clamp amplifier and were stored on 
~ideo tape  via an  Instrutech  VR-10 digital data  recorder.  The 
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Ag/AgC1 electrodes and agar-KC1 bridges. The data were filtered 
for  analysis  with  either  an  eight-pole  low  pass  Bessel  filter 
(902LPF;  Frequency  Devices  Inc.,  Haverhill,  MA),  or  a  digital 
Gaussian filter (program courtesy of Dr. F.J. Sigworth, Yale Uni- 
versity, New Haven, CT). Data were always sampled at 5--10 times 
the filter comer frequency (corresponding to -3 dB). 
K( Ca )  Channels  Recorded  in Patch Pipettes 
Bovine aortic smooth muscle cells, a  generous gift of Dr. Owen 
McManus (Merck Research Laboratories, Rahway, NJ), were cul- 
tured at 37~  in low glucose DME supplemented with 15%  de- 
fined FBS, 25 mM Hepes, 0.1 mg/ml hydroxy-D-proline, 8.8 mM 
L-glutamine and 110 mg/liter sodium pyruvate. Ca2+-activated K + 
channels were recorded from excised inside-out patches at room 
temperature  (19-23~  using an Axopatch  1-D amplifier (Axon 
Instruments Inc.,  Foster  City,  CA)  and a  Racal  Store  4  FM  re- 
corder at an effective bandwidth of 10.5 kHz  (measured as the 
-3-rib bandwidth of recording system). Sylgard-coated patch pi- 
pettes (pulled from Kimax-51 glass capillaries, 2-20 M[/tip resis- 
tance) contained 100 mM KCI, 50 nM apamin (to block SK chan- 
nels), 2 mM CaC12, and 10 mM MOPS-KOH, pH 7.4. The bathing 
solution  contained  40  IxM  CaCI  2,  100-143  mM  KC1, 10  mM 
MOPS-KOH, pH 7.4, and either 5 IxM BPTI or ",d0 IxM DTX. 
Ultrapure KC1, CaC12 and BaCI  2 for bilayer solutions were ob- 
tained from Alfa Products (Ward Hill, MA). BPTI, hydroxy-D-pro- 
line and MOPS buffer were obtained from Sigma Chemical Co. 
(St.  Louis,  MO).  FBS was  from  Hyclone  Laboratories  (Logan, 
UT)  while all other tissue culture reagents were obtained from 
GIBCO BRL  (Gaithersburg, MD).  Lyophilized venom from the 
black  mamba  snake,  Denclroaspis  polylepis,  was  purchased  from 
LATOXAN (Rosans, France). Pure DTX (Toxin I) was a generous 
gift of Prof. Alan Harvey (University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, UK). 
Data Analysis 
Programs for B-function fitting, rate-amplitude analysis, and sin- 
gle-channel  simulations  were  written  to  utilize  the  Modula-2 
based  programming  environment,  PowerMod  (HEKA-Instru- 
tech, Great Neck,  NY).  Dr.  F.J.  Sigworth kindly provided addi- 
tional programs for dwell time analysis. All programs were run on 
an Apple Macintosh Quadra 650 computer. 
For  B-function analysis, bilayer data were  filtered at  350  Hz 
with a digital Gaussian filter and sampled at 2.5 kHz; patch data 
were filtered at 5 kHz with an eight-pole Bessel filter and sampled 
at 25 kHz. Note that the response of an eight-pole Bessel filter ap- 
proximates that of a  Gaussian filter  (Colquhoun and Sigworth, 
1983). The application of B-function fitting to analysis of excess 
noise associated with BPTI- and DTX-induced substates depends 
upon  the  careful  exclusion  of  normal  channel  gating  activity 
from amplitude  histograms of the substate data.  In  the case of 
maxi K(Ca) channels, this can be achieved at a particular voltage 
by adjusting  the  internal  Ca  2+  concentration  to  obtain  a  high 
probabilty of channel opening  (Popen ~-  1)  and by carefully ex- 
cluding any resolved transitions to the closed state from segments 
of pooled substate data (Yellen, 1984). Selection of substate data 
for analysis also involved checking for the absence of drift in adja- 
cent sections of closed/Ba2+-blocked states. Zeroing of the data 
was performed by setting the mean value of such closed/blocked 
states to zero. Broadening of the histogram due to background 
noise was compensated for by convolving the B-function with a 
histogram  compiled  from  the  closed-state data  (Yellen,  1984). 
Convolutions were  performed  in  the  time  domain  using a  nu- 
merical  approximation  to  the  convolution integral  (Bracewell, 
1965).  Best fits of the data  to  the  noise-broadened  B-function 
were obtained using a  Simplex algorithm (Caceci and Cacheris, 
1984)  and  maximum  likelihood  criterion  for  goodness-of-fit 
(Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1983). 
Initial seed values for the fits were calculated from the theoret- 
ical  mean  and  variance  relationships  of a  [3-distribution.  The 
probability density function, f(y), of a B-distribution is given by: 
(a-  1)  (b-  1) 
y  (1  -  y) 
f(y)  =  fl  ~-1~  ~b- J)  (1) 
JoY  ( 1 -  y)  dy 
The mean,  IX, and variance cr  2 of a  B-distribution are related to 
the variables a and b by (Freund, 1971): 
IX  =  (2) 
2  (a+l)  2 
(r  =  Ix  a ~  b +  l  Ix  .  (3) 
Simultaneous solution of Eqs. 3  and 4 for the two unknowns,  a 
and b, yields: 
a  =  Ix  ~r2  -  1  (4) 
b  =  (1  IX) I-IX(I-IX)  1  -  2  -  1  .  (5) 
In the case of a reversible, two-state process with transition rates, 
c~ and [3, the variables, a and b in Eqs. 1-5, are related to the tran- 
sition rates by the relations: a  =  cer, b =  13~', where "r is the time 
constant of a single-pole filter (Yellen,  1984). An empirical rela- 
tion between the -3-dB cutoff frequency of an eight-pole Bessel 
filter, f  with that of a  single-pole filter, J~, is: J~ =  0.Tf and ~  = 
0.228/f (Yellen, 1984). The theoretical mean and variance of the 
[~-distribution can be related to the mean and variance of the ac- 
tual current record by normalizing to the single-channel current 
and subtracting background (baseline) variance. Values of cx and 
[3 calculated from Eqs. 4 and 5 were always close to the final val- 
ties obtained by maximum likelihood fitting, typically within ~5%. 
The rate-amplitude (dl/dt  vs I) analysis method ofTyerman et 
al.  (1992)  was used  to  identify nodes of stable current level in 
high-resolution records of BPTI-substates. For this analysis, dl/dt 
was computed as the linear-regression slope of a  running three- 
point window of data. The absolute value of this slope was plotted 
as a function of mean current as in Root and MacKinnon (1994). 
Half-amplitude  threshold-crossing analysis was  used  to  mea- 
sure channel dwell times. Dwell time histograms were compiled 
and fitted as described by Sigworth and Sine (1987). Correction 
of the observed time constants for missed events was performed 
by the method of Colquhoun and Sigworth (1983) for the ca~e of 
a two-state process. Current amplitude levels were variously mea- 
sured from the peaks of amplitude histograms, by cursor align- 
ment through filtered current levels, or by calculating mean cur- 
rent of resolved openings using long closures or Ba2+-blocking 
events to define the zero current level. 
Nonlinear fitting of I-Vrelations to a Boltzmann transform and 
fitting of rate constants to exponential fnnctions of voltage were 
performed with the curve fitting utility of Sigmaplot software (Jandel 
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substate to a three-barrier, two-site Eyring energy profile was per- 
formed with the use of the AJUSTE program (Alvarez et al., 1992). 
Monte Carlo Simulation  of the Effect of Fast, Filtered 
Fluctuations on  Unitary  Current Levels Measured by 
Amplitude Histograms 
The  purpose  of this  simulation  was  to  evaluate  the  magnitude 
and  types  of errors  that  arise  when  amplitude  histograms  are 
used  to measure  the amplitude  of filtered unital  T  channel cur- 
rents in  the presence of excess open-state noise. A  pseudo-ran- 
dom number generator  (Press et al.,  1986)  was used to simulate 
single-channel records for a linear, Markovian kinetic scheme of 
C(closed)-O(open)-S(substate).  This scheme includes four rate 
constants j, k, c~, and/3  (defined in Fig.  11), two for each revers- 
ible transition between the three states. The magnitude of all rate 
constants is defined relative to the filter corner tiequency, f  and 
is theretore unitless. The C, O, and S states were defined to have 
a relative current amplitude of 0, 1, and 0.25, respectively. In this 
scheme, excess noise is generated by the reversible transition be- 
tween the open state (O) and the substate (S). The rate constants 
for the C-O transition (k,l) were fixed at a slow, resolvable magni- 
tude  (k =  f/83, j  =  f/50)  to conveniently provide some resolved 
events in the C level. Both of the rate constants for the O-S transi- 
tion  (~,  [3) were systematically varied over four log units relative 
to the filter frequency from 0.1 f to 100 f in steps of 0.1 log units. 
This range is adequate for our purpose since limiting behavior is 
found at the extreme values. The program analyzes the simulated 
single-channel record to determine the apparent open-state cur- 
rent level with the use of an all-points amplitude histogram. The 
criteria that the program uses to find the open-state current level 
are designed to mimic the practical approach that a human oper- 
ator  would  use  based  on  methods  currently  described  in  the 
channel literature. 
The  program  works  by  initially  writing  noiseless  data  for  a 
given set of rate constants to an array of 600,000 points. In this ar- 
ray an  open,  closed, or substate  dwell time  is represented by a 
string of successive points all  having the same value  (since the 
current level is constant in any given dwell time). The dwell times 
are digitized at a  sampling rate of 200 times the filter frequency, 
f  This means that the fastest simulated rates (100 times the filter 
frequency)  correspond  to  an  average  dwell  time  that  is  repre- 
sented by a string of two data points in the array. Dwells that are 
shorter than one array point are written as a fraction of the open 
channel current. This leads to a type of very light filtering for the 
fastest events simulated that is negligible compared to the Gauss- 
Jan filtering that follows. The simulation procedure was designed 
to avoid any significant sampling artifacts over the whole range of 
explored rate constants. 
The  simulated,  noiseless data  are  next filtered with  a  digital 
Gaussian  filter  (Colquhoun  and  Sigworth,  1983),  and  com- 
pressed  20-fold.  The  resulting  record  is  equivalent  to  a  single- 
channel record digitized at 10 times the filter frequency. Finally, 
simulated background noise with a  Gaussian amplitude distribu- 
tion and a standard deviation set at 5% of the open-channel level 
(~  =  0.05)  is added to  the record. When the simulated record 
has been created, an all-points amplitude histogram is compiled 
by sorting the data points into bins of equal width. The bin width 
was 1/50 of the open to closed current amplitude. 
To measure the apparent open-state amplitude from the simu- 
lated  record,  the program  first decides whether dwell  times in 
the O(open)  state are cleanly resolved based on the criterion: 
f/> c~, where c~ is the rate constant for the O~S  transition. If the 
open  state  is  resolved,  the  program  identifies  the  highest  fre- 
quency bin of largest conductance as an estimate of open-chan- 
nel current.  If open-state dwell times are not resolved, the pro- 
grain decides whether dwell times in the S(substate) are resolved 
based on the criterion:f/> [3, where [3 is the rate constant for the 
S--+O transition. If substate dwell times are resolved, the program 
fits a  half-Gaussian curve  (cr  =  0.05)  to the tail of the amplitude 
histogram. This procedure emulates the tail-fit method of Won- 
derlin and French  (1991),  which is analogous to placing a  hori- 
zontal  cursor  near  the  tips  of the  highest  amplitude  opening 
events (e.g., Fig. 13, second and third records from the top). The 
peak of this Gaussian  curve is taken as an estimate of the open- 
channel current. This "fit" is actually an alignment performed by 
minimizing the quantity ([4  ￿  chi-squared]  -  [log-likelihood]). 
This criterion was a  practical choice since neither standard  log- 
likelihood nor chi-squared minimization alone provided a  good 
fit in all situations.  (This is not surprising since the tail of the am- 
plitude  distribution  is  non-Gaussian.)  If neither  the  open-state 
nor the substate dwell times are resolved, and the e~, [3 rate con- 
stants are in the applicable range for a [3-function (i.e., e~ and [3/> 
8.772f  [Yellen,  1984]),  then  the  program  again  identifies  the 
highest conductance peak as an  estimate of open  channel  cur- 
rent.  Finally,  if neither  the  open  state  nor  the  substate  dwell 
times are  resolved, and  the  c~,  [3  rate  constants are  not  in  the 
proper range for a [3-function, then the program again fits a half- 
Gaussian function  to the tail of the amplitude  histogram. Some 
practical restrictions were also added to the fit; e.g., the program 
was  not  allowed  to  choose a  bin  with  <10  events as  the  open 
state.  Clearly,  like  its human  counterpart,  the decision  process 
that the program uses to measure unitary current levels is imper- 
fect; however, it effectively simulates the outcome of using ampli- 
tude histograms and cursor alignment techniques to measure sin- 
gle-channel currents in the presence of excess noise arising from 
an unresolved two-state process. 
To calculate the variance  (in Fig. 12 6) expected for a filtered, 
two-state switching process between two levels (i =  0 and  i =  1), 
where  ')  =  (r unn,~,d  ~/3/(~  +  [3)z, we used the following relation 
for a Gaussian filter as derived by Ogden and Colquhoun  (1985): 
~'~,tmeTe,l  _  exp (-z 2) 
2  [l-erf(z)]  " 
O'filtered 
(6) 
In Eq. 6, z =  (ln2)o.5 ft/f), f  is the corner frequency of the unfil- 
tered Lorentzian spectrum ~  =  {or +  [3}/2~r),  andfis  the corner 
frequency of the filter. The following approximation can be used 
to  evaluate  the error function,  eft(z), as described  (Colquhoun 
and Sigwortb, 1983): 
erf(z)  =  1 -  ( alt + a:t  2 +  a3t  3) exp  (-7,  2)  .  (7) 
Where  t  =  1/(l+pz)  and  p  =  0.47047,  a I  =  0.3480242,  (~  = 
-0.0958798.  ~3  =  0.7478556.  Substituting  this  expression  into 
Eq. 6 gives: 
2  ~  2 
O'lilt~, 1  O'unfiltered(alt-}-  a2 t2 +  a3/3)  (8) 
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Excess Noise Associated with BPTI-induced Substates 
Is Well Described by a [3 Distribution 
This study was originally motivated by the effect of den- 
drotoxin and mamba snake venom on the internal  (in- 
tracellular)  side of maxi  K(Ca)  channels  incorporated 
into  planar  bilayers.  As illustrated  in  Fig.  1  A, venom 
from the black mamba snake, D. polylepis, induces long- 
lived periods of lower apparent unitary conductance in 
a  single  K(Ca)  channel.  This  widely  studied  channel 
normally exhibits gating transitions between two major 
current  levels,  closed  (or  shut)  and  open.  Previous 
work  by  Lucchesi  and  Moczydlowski  (1990)  showed 
that the pure dendrotoxin homologue, Toxin I  (DTX), 
reversibly  induces  discrete  subconductance  events  at 
~70%  of the  open  current  level.  Thus,  the  70%  sub- 
level induced by the crude venom (Fig. 1 A) most likely 
represents periods when DTX is bound to the channel. 
(Our preliminary studies suggest that the less frequent 
sublevel at ~50%  of open-channel current in Fig. 1 A is 
probably  due  to  a  different  DTX  homologue  in  the 
venom mixture.)  The records of Fig.  1 A are displayed 
at  a  level  of filtering  (50  Hz)  that  is  typically used  to 
characterize  long-lived  (>1  s)  toxin-channel  interac- 
tions. This figure also illustrates  two important features 
of  this  interaction:  (a)  Ca  2+-  and  voltage-dependent 
channel gating, which corresponds to the rapid flicker- 
ing seen in Fig.  1 A, is not strongly affected by binding 
and  unbinding  of DTX  (Lucchesi  and  Moczydlowski, 
1990).  (b)  At low resolution  (~50  Hz),  DTX-induced 
substates visually appear as "clean" reductions in chan- 
nel amplitude, with a similar amount of excess noise at 
the  sublevel  compared  to  the  control,  open-channel 
level.  (In this  paper,  the  term,  excess noise,  is defined 
as noise greater than expected from the shot noise due 
to  ion  transport  and  background  noise  as  evaluated 
from  well-resolved  closed  states  of the  channel;  e.g., 
middle of top trace in Fig. 1 A.) 
Fig.  1  B  illustrates  a  second  observation  previously 
made in studies dealing with the structure-activity basis 
of the DTX-channel interaction  (Lucchesi and Moczyd- 
lowski,  1991). The homologous protein,  BPTI, induces 
discrete  substates  of  shorter  duration  than  those  of 
DTX,  but  with  more  pronounced  I-V  rectification. 
While the control traces of Fig.  1 B at  +30 and at  -30 
mV demonstrate  the  characteristic  ohmic I-Vbehavior 
of maxi K(Ca)  channels, the resolved substate interrup- 
tions in the presence of BPTI exhibit a smaller current 
level at +30 than  -30  mV. As briefly stated in the Intro- 
duction,  previous work has  led  to the  conclusion  that 
DTX and BPTI perturb  conduction of K + through  the 
maxi  K(Ca)  channel  by an  allosteric  mechanism  that 
involves  a  conformational  change  of the  pore  region. 
The specific question that we address here is: what type 
of conformational change of the ion permeation  path- 
way can explain the conversion of a nearly ohmic, high- 
conductance  pore  to  an  inwardly  rectifying,  low-con- 
ductance pore. 
Dani and Fox (1991)  previously considered this gen- 
eral problem in a theoretical study using Eyring barrier 
models of channel  permeation  to explore  the basis of 
subconductance behavior. They distinguished two classes 
A  control,  +30  mV  5  s 
12  pA 
83  pg/ml  venom 
166  uq/ml  venom 
control, V  = +30 mV 
/ 
6.4 pM BPTI 
71  ........ 
control, V  ~ -30 mV 
,~ qll  4,  ;I '.%'~t~&t,~  ',,ql'~lrrtl'! I~ ,  ~'  I;  o 
6.4 pM BPT[ 
200 ms 
FV;URE 1.  Subconductance behavior induced by venom from D. 
polylepis and BPT] in single maxi K(Ca) channels recorded in a pla- 
nar bilayer.  (A) Current records before and after addition of D. 
polyl~pis venom. Control conditions: 10 mM MOPS-KOH, pH 7.4, 
symmetrical,  100 mM KCI, and 300 IzM CaCI  2 internal, 50 mM KC1 
external.  The second and bottom traces are representative  data re- 
corded after addition of 83 and 166 Fg/ml venom to the internal 
chamber, respectively. Holding voltage =  +30 mV. The record was 
filtered  at 50 Hz and sampled at 500 Hz. Arrows to the right of 
each trace indicate the zero current level. (B) Current records be- 
fore  and  after  addition  of BPTI.  Control  conditions:  10  mM 
MOPS-KOH, pH 7.4, and 50 mM KC1 symmetrical,  100 p~M CaC12 
internal,  and 100 tzM EDTA external.  The first (V= +30 mV) and 
third traces  (V =  -30 mV) from the top were recorded under con- 
trol conditions. The second and fourth traces show representative 
segments after addition of 6.4 ~M BPTI and an additional 100 I~M 
CaCI2 to the internal side to increase P,,P~' Records are filtered  at 
100 Hz and sampled at 1 kHz. Markers to the right of each trace 
denote closed (C), open (O), and substate  (S) current levels. 
51  Moss AND MOCZYDLOWSKI of models that involve conformational  changes  of the 
ion conduction  pathway. Fig. 3  illustrates these two al- 
ternative models and shows how either model could ex- 
plain the effect of BPTI. 
In  the  first  model  (Fig.  2  A),  the  structure  of the 
open channel pore is assumed to be relatively rigid. In 
this  "rigid pore"  or  "static"  model,  the  filtered  mean 
current  level of an  open  state  or a  substate  reflects a 
well-defined pore conformation represented by a single 
energy profile. With this approach,  the  ohmic  unitary 
LVbehavior of the open channel can be simulated by a 
symmetrical  three-barrier,  two-site,  Eyring-type  model 
for K + conduction  through maxi K(Ca)  channels simi- 
lar to those proposed previously (Yellen,  1984;  Cecchi 
et al.,  1987; Villarroel and Eisenman,  1987;  Villarroel, 
1989).  In  such  rate-theory models  the  maxima  corre- 
spond  to  energy  barriers  for  ion  movement  and  the 
minima correspond to binding sites for the ion. By this 
formalism,  the  inwardly  rectifying  I-V relationship  of 
the BPTI-induced substate can be simulated by a differ- 
ent  three-barrier,  two-site  energy  profile  that  has  a 
higher  barrier  for  K +  at  the  intracellular  side  and 
slightly  shallower  energy  wells.  Although  the  energy 
profiles used  to  fit the  open  channel  and  substate  LV 
data in Fig. 2  A  are not unique,  there is basically only 
one way a rigid pore model can generate a rectifying I-V 
curve for symmetrical ionic conditions: an  asymmetric 
energy profile is required.  (Asymmetric surface poten- 
tial or a voltage-dependent fast block can also give rise 
to apparent  rectification. These mechanisms are ruled 
out here by the lack of dependence  of the relative sub- 
state level on ionic strength, the concentration of BPTI, 
and the concentration of possible blocking ions such as 
Ca  2+  and H +  [Lucchesi and Moczydlowski, 1991;  Moss 
and Moczydlowski, unpublished results].) 
In the second "fluctuating barrier" model of Fig. 2 B, 
the dynamic nature of protein structure is emphasized. 
It is assumed that a  unitary current level represents an 
average  of pore  conformations  that,  individually, may 
differ  substantially  in  their  conductance.  In  the  sim- 
plest  situation,  a  conductance  level  might  arise  from 
rapid,  unresolved  switching  between  conducting  and 
nonconducting  states due  to fluctuations  of the  chan- 
nel  structure.  Filtering,  which  unavoidably  accompa- 
nies any single-channel measurement, produces a time- 
average of the channel current and may thus disguise a 
rapidly fluctuating  channel  as  a  stable,  intermediate 
subconductance  level.  In  contrast  to  the  rigid  pore 
model, a rectifying/-Vcurve can arise from symmetrical 
energy profiles for permeation  if rate constants for the 
Rigid Pore Model  Fluctuating  Barrier  Model 
Open Channel 
S~W  ,NJk~AV  /]~ITR  ] 
Substate 
, uT 
State 1 
fast 
c~(v)~ t~  /O_UT 
#(V)  ~2  RT 
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15 
10 
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O 
--  -5 
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-20  i  I  i _  !  -  i  i __ 
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FIGURE  2.  Two  alternative  en- 
ergy  barrier  models  for  BPTI- 
induced substates.  (A) Rigid pore 
model with  the  open  state  and 
the subconductance state repre- 
sented by two distinct energy pro- 
files.  Unitary  LV  data  tar  the 
open channel (Q) and the recti- 
fying BPTI  substate  (V)  are  fit 
(solid  lines)  by  the  respective 
three-barrier, two-site energy" pro- 
files  shown  above.  Ion-binding 
sites  (wells)  are  placed at  35% 
and 65% of the way through the 
transmembrane electric field and 
energy barriers are at 0, 50, and 
100%. The open-chamml energy 
profile  for  K  +  permeation  is 
based on that proposed by Villar- 
roel  and  Eisenman  (1989)  and 
Villarroel (1989).  (B) Fluctuatitag 
barrier  model.  Open-channel 
data (Q) is the same as in A fit us- 
ing the energy profile of State 1. 
Subconductance  events  are  as- 
sumed  to  represent the  filtered 
average of unresolved transitions between a normal open state (State 1) and avm  y low conductance state (State 2). Substate data were fit to: 
l~,,b~t~t,. =  lawn K(V)/{K(V)  +  1}, with K(V) = K(0)exp(-z'FV/R~, where K(V) and K(0) are the ratio of transition rates 13/c~, at voltages,  V, 
and V =  0, respectively. In this notation, z' is the gating charge associated with the fluctuation process, Fis Faraday's constant, R is the gas 
constant and Tis absolute temperature. The solid line fit to the substate data (V) uses z' = 0.64 -+ 0.01 and K(0)  = 0.79 _+ 0.02. Data were 
obtained under the following conditions: 50 mM KCI, 10 mM MOPS-KOH,  pH 7.4, symmetrical, 200 ~M CaCI> and 1 ~tM BPTI internal, 
0.1 mM EDTA external. Standard errors are smaller than the symbols. 
52  Fluctuating Barrier Mechanism ]br Conductance Substates rapid fluctuation are voltage dependent. We arbitrarily 
chose two symmetric energy profiles in Fig. 2 B to em- 
phasize  that  major  differences  in  interpretation  are 
possible for static vs dynamic models. As illustrated in 
Fig.  2  B,  a  fluctuating  barrier  model  of  the  BPTI- 
induced  substate  might  involve a  fast,  voltage-depen- 
dent  equilibrium  between  the  normal  open-channel 
conformation  (State 1)  and a  nearly closed conforma- 
tion  (State  2)  with  a  high  internal  barrier  that  is  as- 
sumed  to conduct at a  negligible  rate.  In  this  case,  a 
voltage-dependent  equilibrium  constant  for  the  two 
states may be described by a Boltzmann function: 
Pstate 1 
K(V)  =  Pstate2  =  K(O) exp(-z'rV/RT)  (9) 
where the ratio of equilibrium probabilities (P) in each 
state  is  equal  to  the  product of the  equilibrium  con- 
stant at 0 mV, K(0) and an exponential function of volt- 
age,  V;  a  gating  charge,  z';  absolute  temperature,  T; 
and,  the  physical constants,  F and  R.  In Fig.  2  B,  the 
open-state  LV curve  is  simulated  by the  same  energy 
profile used in Fig. 2 A, but the/-Vcurve for the BPTI- 
induced  substate  is  fit by an  appropriate  transforma- 
tion of Eq. 9 with best-fit parameters, z'  =  0.64 -+ 0.01 
and K(0)  =  0.79  _+ 0.02. According to this model, the 
open-current level of the  channel  would  represent a 
static pore or an equilibrium process greatly shifted to- 
ward State  1. The substate current may be interpreted 
as  a  large  shift of the  conformational equilibrium  to- 
ward State 2. The voltage dependence of the two-state 
equilibrium as inferred by z' is equivalent to that of a 
monovalent charge  moving  64%  of the  way  through 
the electric field. In this interpretation,  the strong in- 
ward rectification induced by binding of BPTI reflects 
the  destabilization  of a  relatively rigid  open-channel 
structure  to  expose a  fast,  voltage-dependent equilib- 
rium between two different conformations of the chan- 
nel-BPTI complex. The model of Fig. 2 B is actually a 
special  case  of the  general  fluctuating barrier  model 
originally  proposed  by  Lfiuger  et  al.  (1980).  Specifi- 
cally, the rate constants of the conformational process 
(cx, [3) are assumed to be much faster than the filter fre- 
quency, State  2  is assumed  to be nonconducting, and 
the  ion  translocation  rates  are  assumed  to  be  much 
faster than cx and  [3 so that K + is in rapid equilibrium 
with State 1 and State 2. This particular case was previ- 
ously discussed by Lfiuger (1983) with respect to single- 
channel rectification. The equations that we have used 
to fit the substate LVcurve (Fig. 2 B, legend) are equiv- 
alent to Eqs. 25 and 28 in this latter reference. 
In  principle,  these  two  conformational  models  for 
the  BPTI-induced substate  can  be  experimentally dis- 
criminated by the noise characteristics of the substate 
current. A rigid-pore model predicts that current noise 
associated with the substate level will be low, reflecting 
only the background noise of the recording system plus 
low intensity shot noise of ion movement (Heinemann 
and Sigworth,  1993). In contrast, a  fluctuating barrier 
model predicts excess noise due to the fast conforma- 
tional changes that modulate the permeation process. 
Inspection of the top two records in Fig.  1 B filtered at 
100 Hz suggests that current noise at the open-channel 
level and  the  BPTI-substate level is  somewhat greater 
than the noise of the two well-resolved closed states in 
the  control  (top) record.  Since  the  closed state  is  as- 
sumed  to  reflect  background  recording  noise,  fast 
channel fluctuations may contribute excess noise to the 
substate and the open state. The observation that BPTI- 
induced substates tend to be excessively noisy, led us to 
improve recording conditions by using smaller,  lower- 
noise bilayers and a better amplifier to enable us to an- 
alyze this aspect of the data. 
In  practical  terms,  single-channel  recording  is  lim- 
ited  by  the  necessity  to  filter  high-frequency  back- 
ground noise that is especially serious for planar bilay- 
ers with  large  surface area  (Wonderlin  et al.,  1990a). 
Comparison of Fig.  1 B (filtered at 100 Hz) with Fig. 3 
(filtered at 500 Hz) illustrates the effect of filtering. At 
500  Hz,  the  magnitude  of noise  associated with  each 
current level is increased.  However, the magnitude  of 
noise  observed for closed and  open states in Fig.  3  is 
roughly similar. In contrast, the noise exhibited by the 
inwardly rectifying BPTI-substate is dramatically larger 
at 500 Hz, suggestive of a process like that proposed in 
Fig. 2 B. For the particular model of Fig. 2 B, in which 
the  channel  rapidly  switches  between  two  amplitude 
levels,  the  probability density of the  filtered signal  is 
theoretically described by a [3-distribution under partic- 
ular  filtering  conditions  (FitzHugh,  1983;  Yellen, 
1984). 
Plots of frequency (N) vs current amplitude bins  (to 
the right of each trace in Fig.  3)  show that amplitude 
histograms of substate data compiled at four different 
voltages are indeed well described by [3-functions. Each 
of the  substate  amplitude  histograms  is  considerably 
broader than the histogram of Gaussian baseline noise 
compiled from the zero-current level (Fig. 3,  -50 mV). 
The continuous [3-function used to fit each of the sub- 
state amplitude histograms assumes  that in the appar- 
ent substate,  the channel is rapidly switching between 
the fully closed and fully open-current levels of the nor- 
real control channel. As outlined by Yellen (1984), this 
analysis can be used to derive the underlying transition 
rates for a two-state process because e~ and [3, along with 
the filter frequency, determine the width and skew of 
the  amplitude  histogram  (FitzHugh,  1983;  Yellen, 
1984).  Rate  constants  (~x and  [3)  derived from fits of 
amplitude histograms are plotted in Fig. 4 A as a func- 
tion of voltage. This plot shows that both a  and [3 are 
well described by exponential functions  of voltage in 
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FIC;URE 3.  Aanplitude histograms of excess current noise associ- 
ated with BPTI-induced substates are well described by a [3-distri- 
bution.  BPTI-induced substates were  recorded in  a  single maxi 
K(Ca) channel in a planar bilayer as described in Fig. 2. The tbur 
traces at the left show representative data segments at +50,  +30, 
-30, and -50 mV filtered at 500 Hz. Excess noise associated with 
the substate is demonstrated by broad amplitude histograms of 
separately compiled substate segments in comparison to the nar- 
row distribution compiled from the closed state. The closed-state 
histogram is shown as a peak centered at 0 pA for the  -50 mV 
record and is fit with a Gaussian fimction (solid curve). Amplitude 
histograms of substate data are snperimposed by maximum-likeli- 
hood fits  (solid curve) to a  [3-distribution.  Rate constants derived 
from these fits are plotted in Fig. 4 A. 
the range  of -50  to  +50  mV, with c~ increasing and [3 
decreasing with positive voltage. This result is expected 
from transition-state theory for the model of Fig. 2 B ac- 
cording to the following equation: 
[3 (0) exp (-z'~FVIRT) 
K(V)  =  c~(0) exp (z'  FV/RT)  (10) 
Best-fit  parameters  (zero-voltage  rate  constants,  o~(0) 
and  [3(0),  and relative gating charges of the  transition 
state,  z'~  and  z'~)  derived from  fitting these  rate  con- 
stants  to exponential functions  of voltage are given in 
the  legend of Fig.  4.  Comparison  of these parameters 
with those derived from equilibrium analysis of the sub- 
state/-Vcurve in Fig. 2  B according to Eq. 9  shows rea- 
sonable  agreement  between  the  equilibrium  and  ki- 
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EmURE 4.  Voltage  dependence  of transition  rates  underlying 
BPTI-induced substates.  (A) Amplitude histograms of BPTI-sub- 
states were fit by a [3-function (as in Fig. 3) to obtain ot (at) and [3 
(O) at various voltages. Solid curves correspond to the fnnctions: 
(V)  = oL(O)exp(z'~Uv'/  RT) and [3(V) =  [3(O)exp(-z'~bV/RT), us- 
ing z'~ -  0.28 _+ 0.03, z'~ =  0.48 _+ 0.05, c~(0) =  11,000 _+ 500 s ~ 
and [3(0) = 6,870 -+ 530 s-L (B) Substate LVcurve predicted from 
noise  analysis.  Directly measured  mean  current  values  tot  the 
BPTl-induced substate  (V)  are compared to predictions fiom a 
[3"-function  analysis  (￿9  calculated according to: *(+,,i  .........  =  l,p~.. 
[3(V)/{[3(V)  +  ~(V)}. The open state LVcurve (0) from Fig. 2 is 
shown for comparison. 
netic  approach:  K(0)  =  [3(0)/c~(0),  (0.79  -+  0.02  vs 
0.62 _+ 0.05, respectively) and z' =  z'~ +  z'~ (0.64 -+ 0.01 
vs 0.76  -+ 0.08,  respectively). This agreement is further 
illustrated by the comparison in Fig. 4  B of the directly 
measured  mean  current  values with  predictions com- 
puted  from  rate  constants  derived  from  [3-function 
analysis. 
Analysis of Subconductance Events Induced by BP77 and 
DTX in Single K(Ca) Channels Recorded at High Resolution 
in Patch Pipettes 
The  preceding  [3-function  analysis  predicts  that  the 
noisy  BPTI-induced  substate  is  actually  composed  of 
brief openings with  a  dwell time  of ~90  Ixs and  brief 
closures with a dwell time of ~-'145 txs at 0 inV. Channel 
dwell times in this range are not resolvable at the filter- 
ing level  needed  for our  planar bilayer recording sys- 
tem  (<1  kHz),  but  are  within  the  resolution  limit of 
low-noise patch recording. To verify this interpretation 
of the substate process, we recorded single K(Ca) chan- 
nels from bovine aortic smooth muscle cells using the 
excised patch technique  to examine the effect of BPTI 
at higher resolution.  Fig. 5  shows a  direct comparison 
of  BPTI-induced  substate  activity  for  a  single  K(Ca) 
channel  recorded  in  a  planar bilayer  (top)  and  an  in- 
side-out patch  (b0tt0m) with both records filtered at 100 
Hz.  Qualitatively similar behavior  is  observed  tor  the 
two types of recordings, but there are several quantita- 
tive  differences.  As  seen  in  Fig.  5,  BPTI-induced  sub- 
state periods of activity recorded in patch pipettes have 
a  longer average  duration  than  those  observed in  the 
bilayer recordings. At +20 mV, the mean dwell time of 
the  exponentially  distributed  substate  durations  and 
54  Fluctuating Barrier Mechanism for Conductance Substates their standard deviation  (SD)  measured in patches was 
5.6 +  7.4 s  (-+ SD,  n  =  46)  vs 0.54  +  0.68 s  (-+ SD, n  = 
121)  in  the  bilayer.  Also,  the  mean  current  level  of 
BPTI-induced substates in the patch was lower and rec- 
tified  more  strongly  than  that  measured  in  bilayers 
(compare  I-V data  of Figs.  4  B  and  8  F).  When  com- 
pared at 100  Hz filtering, patch recordings also exhib- 
ited  distinctive  closing transitions  within  the  substate 
periods  that  are  not  observed  in  the  bilayer  records 
(Fig.  5).  The  exact basis for  these  quantitative  differ- 
ences  in  the  BPTI-induced  substate  phenomenon  for 
bilayer vs patch is presently unknown.  It is possible that 
a difference in membrane environment  (reconstituted vs 
native)  or  a  different  tissue  source  of  the  channels 
(smooth  muscle  vs  skeletal  muscle)  may  explain  this 
discrepancy. Nevertheless, in both systems it appears that 
BPTI  causes  discrete  interruptions  in  the  single-chan- 
nel current without completely blocking the channel. 
Fig.  6  illustrates  the  effect  of  filtering  on  BPTI- 
induced  substates as recorded  in a  patch  pipette. The 
top trace in Fig. 6 A  (+40 mV, opening is upward)  first 
shows  a  patch  recording filtered at 0.5  kHz,  as in  the 
planar bilayer experiment  of Fig. 3. At this resolution, 
the  BPTI-induced  events appear  as noisy, low-conduc- 
tance substates periodically interrupting  normal chan- 
nel openings. When the filter bandwidth of this record 
is increased  to  10.5  kHz  (Fig.  6  A, second  trace from 
top), the intervals that resemble "substates" at 0.5 kHz, 
now  appear  as  intervals  of low  open-state  probability 
that are composed  of many brief opening  events.  Fur- 
+20  mY,  bilayer 
1 pA I 
5s 
+20  mV,  patch 
1 pAl__ 
5s 
filter  100  Hz 
FIGURE 5.  Comparison of BPTI-induced substates for a rat skele- 
tal muscle K(Ca) channel recorded in a planar bilayer (upper trace) 
with that of a bovine smooth muscle K(Ca) channel recorded in a 
patch pipette (bottom trace). The zero-current level is indicated by 
an arrow at the right. The mean dwell time of BPTI-induced sub- 
states was measured as 0.54 _+ 0.68 s (_+ SD, n =  121) in the bilayer 
and 5.6 _+ 7.4 s (-+ SD, n = 46) in the patch. Recording conditions 
were 50 mM (bilayer) or 100 mM (patch) symmetrical KC1 and 500 
~tM (bilayer) or 40 IxM (patch) internal CaCI~. V =  +20 mV, 100 Hz 
filtering. 
ther  expansion  of the  time  base  reveals,  that  even  at 
10.5 kHz, many of the individual opening events under- 
lying the substate are not fully resolved (Fig. 6 A, third 
and fourth traces from top). Fig. 6 B shows a similar res- 
olution of a  BPTI-induced substate interval at negative 
voltage  (-40  mV,  opening is downward).  Comparison 
of the records at +40 mV (Fig. 6 A) and -40  mV (Fig. 6 
B) shows that the flickering process underlying the sub- 
state  is  voltage  dependent  in  the  manner  expected 
from  the  noise  analysis  of Fig.  4  (i.e.,  openings  are 
A  V  =  +40  mV 
0.5 kHz 
i(i) 
50  ms 
Jji0  .....  50 ms 
pA  I 
B  V  =  -40  mV 
500  ms  0.5 kHz 
Ci)--(ii) 
500  ms [J  LJ  10 kHz 
(i) 
10 ms 
(ii) 
i10  10 ms 
pA; 
FIGURE 6.  High resolution patch  recordings of BPTI-induced 
substates in a nqaxi K(Ca) channel from a bovine aortic smooth 
muscle cell. (A) The top trace shows  data from a single K(Ca) 
channel held at +40 mV and filtered at 500 Hz (digital Gaussian 
filter). Two long bursts of normal channel openings (open is up- 
ward) are interrupted by noisy substate activity. The second trace 
from  the top shows  the same data filtered at  10.5 kHz  (-3  db 
bandwidth of recording system)  illustrating that noisy substate pe- 
riods result from many brief transitions to  the open state. The 
third and fourth traces show time-expanded views of boxed seg- 
ments labeled i and ii, respectively, in the second trace. (B) Similar 
increase in filter bandwidth and time base for the same channel in 
A held at  -40 mV. The  top trace filtered at 500  Hz shows  two 
bursts of normal channel opening events (open is downwmd) in- 
terrupted by a  period of substate activity and complete channel 
closures observed in the center of the record. 
55  Moss AND MOCZYDLOWSKI shorter  and  closings  are  longer  at  positive  voltage). 
This voltage dependence  is in the opposite direction to 
that underlying the  normal  Ca2+-dependent gating of 
this  channel,  which  increases  open  probability at  in- 
creasingly positive voltage,  and  represents  a  clear dis- 
tinction between these two processes. 
Careful  inspection  of the  "closed"  level  within  the 
substate interval resolved at 10.5 kHz suggests that the 
channel is not quite fully closed, as indicated by bursts 
of brief openings that appear to arise from a  low con- 
ductance pedestal  (Fig. 6 A,  bottom  trace).  This point is 
demonstrated  more  clearly by  the  amplified  records 
and analysis of Fig. 7. The top trace in Fig. 7 A shows an 
expanded segment of single-channel data taken at +40 
mV and filtered at 10.5 kHz  (opening is upward). The 
middle portion of the  record represents a  true  closed 
state (zero current level) of the channel as identified by 
long periods of no  channel  activity at other  places in 
the recording. The bursts of brief opening events on ei- 
ther  side  of this  closure  represent  high-resolution  re- 
cordings  of BPTI-substate  activity.  The  mean  current 
level of "closures" within this substate burst appears to 
be  slightly higher  than  the  zero  current  level.  Tyer- 
mann et al. (1992)  introduced a method for identifying 
discrete conductance  levels by plotting a  running aver- 
age of Idl/dtl  vs mean current  (rate-amplitude plot). In 
such  a  plot  resolved  conductance  levels  appear  as 
nodes,  or clusters of points,  centered  on  the  resolved 
current level. For example, closed-state data from  the 
central portion of the trace shown in Fig. 7 A was used 
to construct the [dI/dt[  plot in Fig. 7 B. As expected for 
a single, nonconducting  state, there is only one node of 
activity clustered  around  the  zero  current  level.  This 
can  be  compared  to  the  plot in  Fig.  7  C  constructed 
from the bursts of activity within the BPTI-induced sub- 
state  (left and right sides of the trace Fig. 7 A). In this 
plot, a  strong node  of activity is resolved, but the data 
points are clustered around a  nonzero value of ~-'1 pA. 
This  node  at  ~1  pA represents  the  current  pedestal 
from which bursts of openings occur. A second node of 
activity corresponding  to a  current level for the  open 
state  conductance  is  not  seen  because  channel  open- 
ings are too brief to be resolved; however, the trajectory 
of ]dI/dt]  points  indicate  that openings  rise  to  a  level 
near 9  pA.  The  nonzero  current  pedestal at  +40  mV 
can  also  be  demonstrated  by  the  more  traditional 
method of an all-points amplitude histogram, as shown 
by the inset to Fig. 7 B. 
Similar behavior of the highly resolved substate activ- 
ity is observed at negative voltage  (-40  mV),  as illus- 
trated by the record of Fig. 7 D  (opening is upward). A 
IdI/dt]  plot compiled from the zero-current level (Fig. 7 
E)  is  compared  to  that  constructed  from  the  rapidly 
flickering activity resolved for the BPTI-substate filtered 
at 10.5  kHz  (Fig. 7 F). The  control ]dI/dt[  plot for the 
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FIGURE 7.  Bursts  of brief openings within a BPTI-induced sub- 
state originate from a  low-conductance pedestal. (A)  Expanded 
view of brief openings during a BPTI-induced substate as resolved 
at +40 mV and 10.5 kHz filtering. Two bursts of very brief open- 
ings lie on either side of a complete closure in the center of the 
record. The current level of closed dwell times that occur between 
brief openings is significantly higher than the zero current level. 
(B) A plot ofldl/dt ] vs current amplitude for the central (zero cur- 
rent) portion of trace a. As noted by" the arrow, a node of IdI/dt] 
values is centered around the zero current level. The solid line in 
the inset corresponds to an all-points amplitude histogram sepa- 
rately compiled from the closed state in the midsection of trace A. 
The shifted dotted line in the inset with a peak at '~1.2 pA corre- 
sponds to an amplitude histogram separately compiled from sub- 
state bursts in trace A. (C) A plot of [dI/dt I vs current amplitude 
compiled from the substate period on either side of the long chan- 
nel closure in the middle of trace A. The node marked by an arrow 
is centered at a value of,-~l pA. (D) Expanded view of rapid flicker- 
ing during a BPTI-induced substate as resolved at -40 mV and 
10.5 kHz filtering. Channel opening is oriented upward for ease of 
direct comparison with A. (E) IdI/dtl plot constructed from a long 
closure from the right hand side of trace D shows a node of activity 
at the zero current level.  (P) IdI/dtl plot compiled only from the 
two bursts of activity on the left side of trace D shows a node cen- 
tered at a nonzero value of ~1.6 pA. 
56  Fluctuating Barrier Mechanism for Conductance Substates complete closure shows a  single node  at the  zero cur- 
rent  level. In  contrast,  the  substate  burst exhibits  two 
nonzero  nodes of JdI/dt I.  The  node  centered near 7.5 
pA  corresponds  to  the  open  current  level  while  the 
node centered near ~1.6  pA corresponds to a  current 
pedestal underlying the substate activity. The results of 
Figs. 6 and 7 show that apparent BPTI-induced subcon- 
ductance  states  observed  at  a  filter frequency  in  the 
range  of  50-500  Hz  are  actually  composed  of  brief 
events that transit between current levels that are close 
to the fully open and closed states of the normal chan- 
nel  as  postulated  in  the  fluctuating  barrier model  of 
Fig. 2 B. However, the demonstration of a  nonzero cur- 
rent pedestal in Fig. 7 indicates that the apparent sub- 
conductance event has a conductance substructure that 
is more complex than a simple open-closed process. 
We  also  assessed  the  voltage  dependence  of BPTI- 
induced  current  fluctuations  in  patch  recordings  for 
comparison with the [~-function analysis of bilayer data. 
Since  the  openings  and  closures  were  fairly well  re- 
solved at 10.5 kHz, a conventional 50% threshold-cross- 
ing criterion was used to construct histograms of dwell 
times in the low-conductance current pedestal (closed) 
state (Fig. 8, A and C)  and dwell times in the open state 
(Fig. 8,  B  and D). Both types of dwell time histograms 
were fit to a  single-exponential distribution using loga- 
rithmic  binning.  After  correcting  the  observed  time 
constants  for  missed  events,  the  corrected  rate  con- 
stants for closing and  opening were plotted and fit to 
exponential  functions  of voltage  according  to  Eq.  10 
(Fig.  8  E).  The  voltage-dependence  of the  transition 
rate constants derived from patch records (z'~ =  0.30 _+ 
0.07,  z'~ =  0.57  -+ 0.06)  is similar to that derived from 
[3-function  analysis  of  the  bilayer  data  as  described 
above  (z'~  =  0.28  -+ 0.03,  z'~ =  0.48  -+ 0.05).  However, 
the zero-voltage closing rate was faster (o~(0)  =  30,300 _ 
3,300 s -1) and the zero-voltage opening rate was slower 
03(0)  =  3,690  -+ 390  s -1)  than  the  corresponding val- 
ues  measured  for  the  bilayer data  (~(0)  =  11,000  -+ 
500 s -1, [3(0)  =  6,780  +  530 s-l). The kinetic results of 
Fig. 8  E were also used to predict the mean-current vs 
voltage relationship for BPTI-induced substates in  the 
patch  recording.  The  results  plotted  in  Fig.  8  F  show 
that the mean current predicted  (0pen circles)  from the 
behavior  of  0L(V) and  /3(V)  systematically underesti- 
mates  the  actual measured  mean  current values  (filled 
triangles)  unless  the  small  nonzero  current  pedestal 
(7%  of open-channel  current)  is  taken  into  account 
(solid line). The results of Fig. 8  thus provide important 
support for a  major assumption  underlying the  noise 
analysis  of Figs.  3  and  4,  that  BPTI-induced  substate 
events are the result of a filtered, fast fluctuation between 
the open and a nearly closed state of the channel. 
To  examine  whether  a  fluctuating  barrier  process 
may also account for the subconductance  behavior in- 
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FIGURE 8.  Analysis of BPTI-induced substate activity using dwell 
time histograms compiled from single-channel patch data resolved 
at 10.5 kHz filtering. (A and C). Frequency density distribution of 
closed dwell dines during BPTI-induced bursts of acdvity at +40 
mV (A, w  c =  1.39 ms) and -40 mV (C, T  c = 0.166 ms). Full closures 
were excluded to select only dwell times in the low-conductance 
pedestal. (B and D). Frequency density distribution of open dwell 
times during BPTI-induced bursts at +40 mV (B, % =  44 [zs) and 
-40 mV (D, T  O  = 81 Ws). (E) Voltage dependence of rate constants, 
~x (&) and 13 (O), respectively, derived from open and closed dwell 
time histograms after correction for missed events. The data points 
were fit (solid lines) to the equations oL(V) =  oL(O)exp(z'~FV/RT) 
and [3(V) = ~(O)exp(-z'~FV/RT)  using z'~ = 0.30 + 0.07 and z'~ = 
0.57 -+ .06, eL(0) = 30,300 -+ 3,300 s  ] and [3(0) =  3,690 _+ 390 s  -1. 
(~  Predicted I-V curve for BPTI-induced substate based on the 
dwell time analysis in comparison to direct measurements of mean 
current (V). The predicted points (O) are calculated according to 
/substate  =  /open [3(V)/{[3(V) +  cx(V)}. These latter values fall slightly 
below the measured mean currents as expected if the contribution 
of the low-conductance pedestal is ignored. The solid curve is a fit 
to the substate I-Vdata that takes the pedestal into account by the 
equation,/~ub  ..... =  /open {r+  [(1  -  r)K(V)/(I  + K(V))]}, where 
r = Ipedesta[/Iopen  , and K(V) =  K(O)exp(-z'FV/RT).  Best fit values 
used to plot this latter function were: K(0)  =  0.19  _+ 0.04,  z' = 
0.95 -  0.10 and r =  0.07  -+ 0.02. The LVcurve of the fully open 
state (0) is also shown (slope conductance = 234 pS). 
duced by DTX, we analyzed DTX-induced substates re- 
corded  at  high  resolution  in  patch  pipettes.  Fig.  9 
shows that current records of patch recordings of DTX- 
induced  substates  in  smooth  muscle  K(Ca)  channels 
57  Moss AND MOCZYDLOWSKI exhibit excess current noise when filtered at 10.5  kHz. 
In this case however, the individual  opening and clos- 
ing  events  responsible  for  the  noise  are  not resolved, 
implying  that  the underlying  kinetic process  responsi- 
ble for the DTX-induced  substate is faster than accessi- 
ble at this bandwidth.  Using a procedure similar to the 
analysis of BPTI-substates at 350 Hz  (Fig.  3), we fit am- 
plitude histograms of DTX-substates filtered at 5 kHz to 
a  [3-distribution  to estimate  the underlying fluctuation 
rates (Fig.  10, A and B). In contrast to the excellent fits 
of data for the BPTI-substate  (Fig.  3), amplitude  histo- 
grams of the DTX-substate systematically deviated from 
a theoretical [3-function, particularly in the positive volt- 
age range (e.g., Fig.  10 A). This appears to be related to 
difficulties  in  excluding  brief gating  closures  superim- 
posed on the substate noise and apparent nonstationary 
behavior  within  the  substate.  Nevertheless,  the  analysis 
yields  transition  rates  ((x(0)  =  115,000  -+  12,000  s -1  , 
[3(0)  =  202,000  -+ 21,000 s -1)  that are roughly an order 
of magnitude faster than those measured for the BPTI- 
substate.  The weaker voltage  dependence  of rate con- 
stants measured for the DTX-substate  process  (Fig.  10 
(2,)  is consistent with  the more weakly rectifying  mean 
I-V relation  of the  DTX-substate  (Fig.  10  D)  as  previ- 
ously  documented  in  bilayer  experiments  (Lucchesi 
and  Moczydlowski,  1991;  Moczydlowski  et  al.,  1992). 
Thus,  the  fast  fluctuations  responsible  for  the  DTX- 
induced subconductance level  (%  =  6  Ixs, % --~ 7  txs at 
0.25  kHz 
0.5  kHz 
FIGURE  9.  High-resolution  patch recording of DTX-induced  sub- 
conductance  events in a  maxi  K(Ca)  channel  from  aortic smooth 
muscle  reveals  excess  noise.  The  top  trace,  filtered  at  0.25  kHz 
shows two long bursts of normal  channel  openings  (downward)  at 
-40  mV interrupted  by two  DTX-induced  substates.  The  second 
trace is an expanded segment of data in the first trace marked with 
a box and filtered at 0.5 kHz. The third trace is the same as the sec- 
ond  trace  filtered  at  10.5  kHz. A  boxed  segment  (third  trace)  at 
the  transition  from  a  normal  opening  to  a  substate  is  expanded 
further in the fourth  trace. 
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FIGURE  10.  Analysis of excess current noise associated with DTX- 
induced  substates  using  a  [3-distribution  to  fit  amplitude  histo- 
grams.  (A)  Amplitude  histograms  of channel  activity  at  +40  mV 
separately  compiled  from  complete  closures  (left peak)  or  DTX- 
induced substate activity ( right peak) after filtering at 5.0 kHz. The re- 
spective distributions  are fit (solid curves') to a Gaussian function  for 
the closed state histogram  or to a [3-function  for the substate histo- 
gram.  (B) An amplitude  histogram of the DTX-induced  substate at 
-40  mV is fit to a [3-function  (solid curve). (C) Voltage  dependence 
of transition  rates  underlying  the  DTX-induced  substate.  Closing 
rate,  c~  (A),  and  opening  rate,  [3  (￿9  were  determined  from 
[3-function  fits as in A  and  B. The  data points  were fit  to:  c~(V)  = 
et(O)exp(z',,FV/RT)  and  [3(V)  =  [3(O)exp(-z'pFV/RT),  using z',  = 
0.17  _+  0.06 and  z'p  =  0.08  _+  0.06,  ~(0)  =  115,000  +_  12,000  s 
and  [3(0)  =  202,000  _+  21,000  s  1. Data  points  correspond  to the 
mean  +_  SE for four  independent  measurements.  (D)  Unitary  I-V 
curves  for  the  DTX-induced  substate  and  the  open  channel.  Di- 
rectly measured  mean  current  for the DTX-induced  substate  (V) 
are compared to predictions from  [3-fimction  analysis  (C)) as calcu- 
laled  according  to:  l~,,i,~,,.  =  /open f3(V)/{f3(V)  +  c~(V)}.  The  solid 
curve through  the substate data is fit to the equation  in the legend 
of Fig. 2 using the parameters:  z'  =  0.36  _+ 0.05 and K(0)  =  2.0  _+ 
0.2.  The open  state LVcurve  (O)  is shown  tbr comparison  (slope 
conductance  =  190 pS). 
+50 mV)  occur on a time scale that is only ~600-times 
slower than  the  transit time for K +  through  the  open 
channel at +50 mV (~10 ns). 
General Effect of  Fast Fluctuations  on Practical 
Measurements of Unitary Channel Current 
Since  many  ion  channels  exhibit  excess  open-state 
noise and/or substate noise, it is important to consider 
the  implications  of such  noise  in  the  molecular inter- 
pretation of conductance behavior based on mean uni- 
tap//-Vmeasurements.  To consolidate our findings, we 
58  Fluctuating Barrier Mechanism for Conductance Substates wished  to  determine  the  general  relationship  between 
the  rate  constants  for  a  fast,  two-state  fluctuation,  the 
filter  frequency  of  a  channel  recording,  and  the  ob- 
served  unitary  channel  current  measured  by  standard 
amplitude-histogram  techniques. 
For this purpose,  we performed  Monte-Carlo  simula- 
tions  of single-channel  activity based  on  a  three-state 
linear kinetic scheme  of Closed-Open-Substate  as shown 
in  Fig.  11.  This  scheme  was  chosen  since  it generates 
channel  gating transitions between  a  single closed state 
and  a  single open  state of defined  unitary current  (i = 
0  and  i  =  1,  respectively),  and  can  be  used  to  explore 
the effect of a  reversible transition  to a  substate  current 
level,  S.  The  process  of generating  simulations  based 
on  this  model  is  described  in  Methods.  First,  a  noise- 
less, unfiltered  channel  record  is simulated using a  par- 
ticular set of rate constants for a  Markov process  (k, j, a, 
[3). The  record  is then  digitally filtered, Gaussian  noise 
is added,  and an all-points amplitude  histogram  is com- 
piled.  Since  both  the  filter  frequency  and  channel 
dwell-times are defined  in units of time set by the sam- 
ple  interval  of the  digitized  data,  the  natural  reduced 
unit of time for this simulation  is the ratio of time over 
the  filter  frequency.  (For  example,  simulating  1  s  of 
data  with  transition  rates  of 20,000/s  filtered  at  5,000 
Hz is equivalent  to  simulating  10  s  of data with  transi- 
tion  rates  of 2,000/s  filtered at 500  Hz.)  Likewise,  rate 
constants  and  dwell times  are  defined  relative to  filter 
frequency. Thus,  the results of these simulations gener- 
ally apply to the whole domain  of rate constants  and fil- 
ter corner  frequencies, f, over the range of explored  ra- 
tios, c~/fand  f3/f 
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FIGURE 11.  Simulation  of  a 
model channel  that  exhibits  re- 
versible  transitions  between  the 
open  state  and  a  low-conduc- 
tance substate. The model chan- 
nel is assumed to undergo revers- 
ible  Markovian  transitions  be- 
tween  three  linearly  connected 
states, closed (C), open  (O), and 
substate  (S),  with  rate  constants 
as  labeled  in  the  upper  kinetic 
scheme and  relative current lev- 
els  of  0,  1.0,  and  0.25,  re- 
spectively. Single-channel records 
were generated  by Monte  Carlo 
simulation with closed-open (k,)) 
rate  constants  held  fixed  (k  = 
ff'83, j  =  f/50), while tile open- 
substate  (a, [3) rate constants rel- 
ative to a  fixed filter corner fre- 
quency, f  were systematically var- 
ied  over  a  wide  range  as  de- 
scribed in Methods. An all-points 
amplitude histogram of the simu- 
lated data is shown at the right of 
each  trace.  The  four  records 
shown  [ 1-4],  correspond to par- 
ticular  examples  of limiting  be- 
havior as  noted  at  the four cor- 
ners of the surface plot of Fig.  12. 
[ 1] log(aft)  =  -1, log(13/f)  =  -1. Transitions between the open state and the substate are slow and well resolved, an ideal situation for 
measuring true unitary current. Three well-resolved peaks in the amplitude histogram at the right correspond to closed state (C), substate 
(33 and open state (O). [2] log(a/f) =  -0.6, log([3/f) =  1.7. Transitions to the substate are heavily filtered. Dwell times in the substate are 
rare and brief, whereas dwell times in the open state are well resolved. The substate peak in the amplitude histogram is lost and substate 
transitions do not significantly affect the estimate of unitary current.  [3] log(a/f)  =  1.7, log([3/f) -  -0.6. Transitions to the open state are 
heavily filtered. Dwell times in the open state are rare and brief such that they appear as a slight asymmetry in the current noise. Dwell 
times in the substate are long and well resolved. Amplitude histogram analysis interprets the substate peak as the apparent open-state level. 
[4]  log(a/f)  =  2, log([3/f)  =  2. Transitions between the open state and the substate are very fast such that the filtered record appears to 
have only one conducting level which is an average of the open state and the substate. The right-most (open) peaks in the histograms of 
[ 1-3] are overlaid with a Gaussian function (solid curae) using a standard deviation corresponding to that of the closed level noise. The rigbt- 
most peak in [4] is overlaid with a fit to a [3-function  (solid line). 
59  Moss AND MOCZYDLOWSKI For the  simulations we  have  chosen  to present,  the 
substate  current  level  was  fixed  at  0.25  of  the  open 
channel  current level. This low substate level was cho- 
sen  to approximate the low current pedestal observed 
for  the  BPTI-substate  phenomenon  and  to  allow  for 
clean separation of histogram peaks of the three levels 
in the case of slow rate constants relative to f  Gaussian 
noise (~r =  0.05 of open-channel current) was added af- 
ter  filtering because  the  background  noise  in  single- 
channel  recordings  is  typically  Gaussian.  Since  the 
power spectrum  of instrumental  or background  noise 
depends  upon  the  recording  method  and  amplifier, 
specific  applications  of  this  method  would  require 
knowledge  of the  background  noise  characteristics of 
the particular recording system. By adding noise  after 
filtering, our simulations focus on  the intrinsic contri- 
bution of the substate process to the appearance of am- 
plitude histograms. The results can be readily extrapo- 
lated to different values of the substate level, S,  by ap- 
propriately  scaling  the  relative  values  of  S  and  the 
open-state current. 
As  described  in  Methods,  the  slow  channel  gating 
rate constants  (k, j)  were  held fixed by the  simulation 
program  while  the  rate  constant  ratios,  a/f and  ~/f, 
were  systematically varied  over  four  orders  of magni- 
tude from  10 -1 to 10 z, thus exploring all combinations 
of rate constants for the substate process ranging from 
0.1  to  100  times the filter frequency. The resulting am- 
plitude  histogram  was  used  to  estimate  the  apparent 
open-channel current by criteria described in Methods. 
Fig.  12 A  is a  three-dimensional surface plot of the ap- 
parent open-channel current shown on a linear scale as 
a function of the closing (eL~f) and opening  (~/f) rate 
constant ratios on a logarithmic scale. 
To  understand  the  shape  of this  surface  plot,  first 
consider behavior at, or near points at the four corners 
labeled  1-4 as shown  in Fig.  11.  In  trace  1 of Fig.  11, 
log(a/f),  log([3/f)  =  -1,  -1,  all  transition  rates  are 
slow relative to the filter frequency, and dwell times in 
all states of the channel are well resolved. In this case, 
the program correctly identifies the true open-channel 
current level as the  right-hand  peak of the  amplitude 
histogram. For the second case of trace 2, where log(,~/f), 
log([3/f)  =  -0.6,  1.7,  closing  events  from  the  open 
state  to  the  substate  are  so  brief that,  after  filtering, 
there  are  virtually no  resolved  transitions  to  the  sub- 
state.  Under  these  conditions,  the  substate  process 
makes  practically  no  contribution  to  the  channel 
record and the  program  readily selects the  right-hand 
peak  of  the  amplitude  histogram  as  the  true  open- 
channel current. At the third corner of the surface plot 
(Fig.  11  A, trace 3),  the situation is reversed from that 
of case  2.  The  probability of the channel  being in the 
fully open state is quite low. The channel spends most 
of the  time  that it is not closed in  the  substate with  a 
few,  brief  transitions  to  the  fully  open  conductance 
level. In  this case,  the  program  identifies the  substate 
current level at 0.25 as the apparent open-channel cur- 
rent. Finally, in trace 4 transitions between the substate 
and the open state are very fast and unresolved (log(e~/f), 
log([3/f)  =  2, 2). In this case, the simulated record ex- 
hibits  a  single  conducting  level with  slightly excessive 
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FIGURE 12.  Characterization of 
the  failure  of amplitude  histo- 
grams to report true unitary cur- 
rent when the closing rate lead- 
ing to a subconductance state is 
fast  relative  to  the  filter  fre- 
quency.  (A)  Surface plot of ap- 
parent open-channel current (in 
arbitrary units)  as a function  of 
the logarithm of transition rates, 
c~ and [3, relative to filter corner 
frequency,  f  for  the  scheme 
given at the top of Fig. 11. Open- 
channel  current  for  simulated 
data at each point was measured 
with the use of an automated anl- 
plitude-histogram  program  de- 
scribed in Methods. Dotted lines 
at the corners of the plot indicate 
the positions of four types of limiting behavior, [1-4], as shown in Fig. 11. (B) Surface plot of mean current, <i>, within a long burst of 
open-substate events as a function of the logarithm of transition rates, c~ and 13, calculated according to <i> =  (13 +  se~)/(13 + c0, where ~, 
the fractional current of the substate, is equal to 0.25.  (C) Surface plot of theoretical current variance (in arbitrary unit~s squared) due to 
open-substate (O-S) transitions, after filtering with a Gaussian filter, over the same range of rates relative to filter fi-equency shown in plot 
(A). Variance was calculated as described in Materials and Methods. 
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open-state  current level.  In this situation,  the program 
identifies  the  peak  of this  average  current  level  cen- 
tered  at 0.625  as  the  apparent  open-channel  current. 
The  amplitude  distribution  of this  apparent  conduc- 
tance level for trace  4 conforms to a  13-distribution  un- 
der  appropriately  filtered  conditions  as  observed  for 
the maxi K(Ca)  channel substates induced by DTX and 
BPTI.  It is worth  noting,  that in  this  extreme  case  of 
ot/f  =  [3/f,  the  amplitude  distribution  is  nearly Gauss- 
ian  (Yellen,  1984)  and  may be  interpreted  as a  broad 
Gaussian distribution. 
Having considered  the limiting behavior at the four 
corners of the plot in Fig. 12 A, the behavior of the rest 
of the plot can be readily understood. The surface plot 
consists of several distinct regions. First, there is a large 
plateau  of current values near  ~1.0  that extends  over 
the  region  defined  by  log([3/f)  =  -1  to  +2  and 
log(ot/f)  =  -1  to ~0.9.  In this  region,  the  amplitude 
histogram  method  is fairly reliable  because  open-state 
dwell  times  are  either fully resolved,  or close  to being 
resolved.  However,  as  log(ot/f)  exceeds  this  range, 
open-state  dwell  times  become  short  and  unresolved, 
and  the  simulation  program  attempts  to  identify  the 
longest brief openings in the open-current level by fit- 
ting  a  half-Gaussian  function  to  the  tail  (right-hand 
edge)  of the  amplitude  histogram.  This  results  in  an 
underestimation of the true open-channel current level 
and accounts for the steep fall in the estimated value of 
open-channel current in the region bounded by log(13/f) 
from -  1 to ~1, and log(ot/f)  >  1. Examples of simula- 
tions  in  this  region  are  shown  in  Fig.  13  (top  three 
records).  In these  records,  there  are  many brief,  unre- 
solved transitions to the open state and the program ei- 
ther interprets  the substate level as the open state  (Fig. 
13,  top record)  or uses the long tail of the highly skewed 
amplitude histogram to estimate the highest open-state 
level (Fig. 13, second and third trace from top). The re- 
gion  of Fig.  12  A  bounded  by log(ot/f)  >  1  and  log 
([3/f)  >  1 closely corresponds  to a  ~function.  In this 
region,  exemplified  by bottom  two  records  of Fig.  13, 
the simulation  program  identifies  the peak of the  am- 
plitude  histogram  as  an  estimate  of the  open-channel 
current.  Because there is a sharp transition between es- 
timation  methods  (tail  of the  histogram  vs  the  peak 
bin) at the validity limit of the 13-function, there is also a 
sharp  transition  in  this  region  of the  plot  (Fig.  12 A), 
reflecting  a  problem  of decision  making,  that  resem- 
bles a right-angled cliff. 
In explaining  the behavior illustrated  in Fig.  12 A, it 
is instructive  to compare this plot with the correspond- 
ing surface plot in Fig.  13 B of the mean current level 
within a  burst of substate  activity as defined by periods 
that the channel spends in the grouped open state  (O) 
and substate  (S) before it enters a long closure to the C 
state.  The mean  current,  <i>  in  the  grouped  (O,  S) 
state,  is given by a  weighted  mean,  <i>  =  (13  +  sot)/ 
([3 +  o0, where s, the relative substate current, is equal 
to 0.25 in the present example. The mean current is in- 
dependent  of filter  frequency since  filtering  only dis- 
torts  the  observed  time  response,  not  the  underlying 
equilibrium. As expected, in the limit of heavy filtering, 
represented by the edges, log(a/f)  =  2 and log([3/f)  = 
2, the behavior of Fig.  12 A converges to that of Fig.  12 
B.  Thus,  the  simulation  results  serve  to  reinforce  the 
basic fact that filtering is a form of averaging and a fil- 
tered signal represents  the average behavior of the un- 
derlying process. 
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FIGURE 13.  Simulations  of single-channel  data  and  amplitude 
histograms  corresponding to a "slice" through the plot in Fig. 12 A 
in a region of rapid transitions  to the substate. The five simulations 
use the same rate constant for entering the substate,  log(a/f)  = 
1.5. From top to bottom, the opening rate is sequentially  incre- 
mented by 0.5 log units starting from log(13/f)  =  -0.5. This series 
illustrates  the increase  in apparent open-state  current as the chan- 
nel spends more time  in the open state  relative  to the substate. 
True open (O) and closed (C) levels are indicated by arrows at file 
left of each simulated trace.  In the topmost trace,  the automated 
analysis program judges opening transitions  from the substate  as 
too infrequent  and  brief to attempt  to  correct for the  slightly 
skewed histogram of the apparent open state. The program fits a 
Gaussian function (solid curve)  to the amplitude peak centered at 
the suhstate. In the second and third traces, the program detects a 
skewed distribution and estimates  the open-current level by super- 
imposing a Gaussian curve along the right hand edge of the ampli- 
tude distribution  as magnified in the insets. In the bottom two 
traces,  amplitude  distributions  for the  open level are  fit with  a 
13-function (solid lines). 
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ing  subconductance  behavior  induced  in  the  maxi 
K(Ca)  channel  by BPTI and  DTX?  First,  this  analysis 
shows that true open channel current can be correctly 
identified  from  the  open  state  peak of an  amplitude 
histogram as long as the fastest closing transition  rate, 
~, is less than ~10 times the filter frequency (log(oL/f) < 
1)  as indicated by the large plateau of safe area in Fig. 
12 A where current values are -~1. Above this range of 
e~/f, the true unitary current may be greatly underesti- 
mated by relying on measurements of apparent current 
levels. Within a steep 10-fold range of ~x/ffrom ~10 to 
100,  a  standard  level-based estimate  of open-channel 
current rapidly converges to the mean current level of 
a fluctuating process. The front-most cliff or "waterfall" 
in the surface plot of Fig.  12 A thus  defines a  "danger 
zone" for the  measurement and interpretation  of uni- 
tm  T  conductance  and  subconductance  behavior.  The 
apparent substates induced by BPTI and DTX that we 
have recorded under different conditions of resolution 
and filtering undoubtedly reflect the behavior at or be- 
yond this cliff region of Fig.  12 A rather than a change 
in a static energy profile for K + conduction. For exam- 
ple, the BPTI-substate recorded in bilayers at  +50 mV 
and 500 Hz filtering  (Fig.  3,  top record) corresponds to 
log oL/f =  1.6, log 6/f =  0.73 and closely resembles the 
simulated records in this region shown in Fig. 13. 
The recognition that filtered single-channel currents 
underestimate true unitary current may be considered 
trivial when excess noise can be readily resolved. How- 
ever, in  situations  such as simulation  4 in Fig.  11,  the 
excess noise is very slight and yet the apparent conduct- 
ing  state  of the  channel  is  37.5%  less  than  the  true 
open  current.  This particular situation  is not unusual 
in  practical  analysis  applications.  For  example,  the 
DTX-substate recorded in bilayers at -40  mV and 500 
Hz filtering (Fig. 9, second trace  from top) corresponds to 
log e~/f =  2.2,  and log 6/f =  2.7. This example lies in 
the  limiting  region just  outside  the  simulation  range 
for high ratios of cx/f and [3/f explored in Fig.  12 A. In 
such  situations,  slightly  excessive  open-state  noise  is 
routinely ignored in constructing open channel I-Vre- 
lations.  This problem is illustrated  by the  relationship 
plotted in Fig.  12  C. This latter surface plot shows the 
theoretical  variance  of  a  filtered  two-state  (open- 
closed)  process  as  a  function  of  the  transition  rates. 
Along the diagonal of this plot (where o~/f =  6/f),  the 
variance  of an  unfiltered  signal,  as  given  by the  for- 
mula, ~9 =  Popen(l_Popen)i 2 (Sigworth, 1980), is constant 
and equal to 0.25  (using P,,p~n =  0.5,  i =  1). However, 
filtering causes the  observed variance  to drop  sharply 
along this diagonal with increasing transition rates and 
to  approach  that of the  background  noise.  Thus,  the 
observed amplitude of excess noise is not necessarily a 
reliable indication of whether a single-channel current 
measurement  reflects  the  intrinsic  unitary  current  of 
the open-pore conformation. 
DISCUSSION 
Identification  of a Fluctuating-Barrier Process as a 
Mechanism for Substate Production 
The major new finding of this paper is that subconduc- 
tance behavior induced in maxi K(Ca) channels by the 
small, homologous proteins, BPTI and DTX, is due to 
rapid  fluctuations  of the  open  channel.  This  mecha- 
nism for substate  production was previously proposed 
by Dani  and Fox  (1991)  as a  way to explain  the  com- 
mon  observation  that substates  of ion  channels  often 
exhibit the same ionic selectivity and ion-binding affin- 
ity as the primary open state (Labarca and Miller, 1981; 
Tomlins et al.,  1984; Fox, 1987; Hill et al.,  1989).  Fluc- 
tuating  barrier  theory  of ion  permeation  is  also  sup- 
ported  by the  work  of L~uger,  Sigworth,  and  others 
who  developed  key  concepts  and  experimental  evi- 
dence  in  favor  of  the  idea  that  dynamic  motion  of 
channel proteins may produce open-channel noise on 
a  variety of time  scales  that  influences  the  process  of 
ion  permeation  (L~iuger  et  al.,  1980;  L~uger,  1983, 
1985;  Sigworth,  1985;  Heinemann and Sigworth,  1990, 
1991,  1993). To our knowledge, the present example is 
the first case where this mechanism has been tound to 
be the underlying basis of current-voltage rectification 
at the  single-channel  level, as previously proposed  on 
theoretical grounds  (Lauger, 1985; Eisenman, 1987). 
This conclusion  is  supported  by several lines  of evi- 
dence  including  experiments  that  rule  out  a  simple 
block of the channel pore and the independent obser- 
vation  of excess noise  associated with  the  subconduc- 
tance states. From past work, it is clear that BPTI and 
DTX do  not  direcdy block the  internal  mouth  of the 
channel as shown by a lack of competition with the in- 
ternal  pore  blockers,  Ba  ~+  and  TEA  (Lucchesi  and 
Moczydlowski, 1991). In contrast, the internal blocking 
action of the Shaker inactivation "ball" peptide on maxi 
K(Ca)  channels  is  strictly  competitive  with  internal 
TEA (Toro et al., 1992; Foster et al., 1992). Thus, these 
two  classes  of  protein  inhibitors  of  the  maxi  K(Ca) 
channel must act from the internal side by very differ- 
ent mechanisms. The observation of a low conductance 
pedestal  (Fig. 8) during the BPTI substate supports the 
notion  that the  entrance  to  the  pore  is not  physically 
blocked and explains why TEA and Ba  ~+ can readily ac- 
cess their binding sites in the permeation pathway dur- 
ing the BPTI substate. Secondly, an increase in K + con- 
centration  or ionic strength  from 50  to 500  mM does 
not  relieve the  relative substate  current,  although  the 
BPTI/DTX  association  rate  is  strongly  suppressed 
(Lucchesi and Moczydlowski, 1991). This indicates that 
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the lower mean current is not easily reversed by increased 
occupancy of the  channel  by K +  or  by higher  ionic 
strength. Again, this implies that the BPTI/DTX mole- 
cule itself does not directly interfere with permeation 
by a  fast blocking process  (e.g.,  rapid  movement of a 
lysine group  into and  out of the  pore)  or by electro- 
static reduction of local K + concentration (i.e., surface 
charge effect, Latorre et al., 1992), since both types of 
inhibition would be expected to be relieved by an  in- 
crease in ionic strength. If BPTI and DTX do not interfere 
directly with ion permeation, they must do so indirectly. 
Here we have found that the apparent substate is not 
simply a reduction in unitary current through the open 
channel as predicted by a "static" model of ion perme- 
ation in which the pore changes to a different confor- 
mation with a less favorable energy profile. Rather, the 
substate  is  due  to  rapid  switching  between  the  open 
state  of the  channel  and  a  nearly closed state.  In  the 
case of BPTI, this fluctuating-barrier process is revealed 
by excess noise observable in the range of 100-500 Hz 
that is well-described by a  [3-distribution for a  filtered 
two-state  process  (Fig.  3).  The  underlying  rate  con- 
stants  derived for this fluctuation  (et,  [3)  follow expo- 
nential functions of voltage that account for the inward 
rectification of the  mean  I-V relation  of the  substate 
(Fig. 4). The assumption that the [3-distribution results 
from  a  two-state  process was  tested  by extending the 
resolution of the BPTI substate for a  different species 
of maxi K(Ca) channel to 10.5 kHz using patch-pipette 
recording.  This  revealed  incomplete  closures  during 
the BPTI substate (~10-15% of the open-state current, 
Fig. 7) but resolved exponentially distributed open and 
closed dwell times with the expected voltage-dependence 
(Fig.  8).  Finally, we  found  that  the  homologous pro- 
tein, DTX, also acts by a fluctuating barrier mechanism 
as demonstrated by excess noise observed at high reso- 
lution (Fig. 9) and similar approximation of amplitude 
histograms of this substate by a [3-distribution (Fig. 10). 
In  discussing  this  phenomenon,  we  have  assumed 
that BPTI and DTX act by binding at the same site or 
sites on the K(Ca) channel. This is expected from their 
sequence  identity  (~30%)  and  similar  three-dimen- 
sional structure  (Skarzynski,  1992). In support of this, 
we have found that DTX and BPTI do exhibit competi- 
tive  binding  interactions  when  assayed  at  the  single- 
channel level  (Moczydlowski et al.,  1992; G. Moss, un- 
published  results),  although  these  data  have  not  yet 
been analyzed quantitatively. The number and location 
of binding sites for DTX/BPTI on K(Ca) channels is an 
important  question  for  future  work,  given  the  pre- 
sumed  tetrameric  subunit  structure  of  maxi  K(Ca) 
channels as the product of slowpoke-related genes and 
distant relatives of the tetrameric Kv-channel superfam- 
ily of proteins (Shen et al., 1994). 
Another important question is whether the substate 
phenomenon mediated by BPTI/DTX is merely an in- 
teresting  model  of  open-channel  noise  or  whether 
there  are  physiological correlations  of this  behavior? 
One possible correlation is the recent finding that brief 
flicker  closures  (<50-p~s  duration)  of  native  maxi 
K(Ca)  channels close to a subconductance level that is 
5-10%  of the open-channel  current  (Ferguson et al., 
1993). This same study also found that longer closures 
of the native channel close very transiently to a similar 
current sublevel before closing completely. The incom- 
plete closures of the native channel described by Fergu- 
son et al.  (1993)  resemble closures at the low-conduc- 
tance pedestal observed here for the BPTI-bound chan- 
nel (Fig. 7). It is possible that rapid current fluctuations 
of  the  BPTI-bound  channel  reflect  conformational 
changes  similar  to  those  of the  normal  channel.  The 
native  channel  has  also  been  found  to  exhibit  rare 
"buzz modes" of low open state probability with a very 
brief mean open time of 50 lXS (McManus and Magleby, 
1988).  This buzz mode of the  native channel  bears a 
strong  resemblance  to  highly resolved BPTI-substates 
and it is possible that they share a common underlying 
mechanism. 
Simulation of a Rapidly Fluctuating Two-State Process 
Defines a Critical Zone Where Amplitude Histograms Fail to 
Accurately  Report  True Single-Channel Current Levels 
It is well known  that filtering limits  the  resolution of 
brief current steps. Several studies have considered the 
quantitative impact of this problem on the 50% thresh- 
old  method  for measuring  dwell  times  at  the  single- 
channel  level.  To  address  this  problem,  various  ap- 
proaches  have  been  devised for the  correcting dwell 
time histograms for errors due to missed events arising 
from  limited  recording  bandwidth  (Colquhoun  and 
Sigworth,  1983; Blatz and Magleby,  1986; McManus et 
al., 1987; Milne et al., 1989; Crouzy and Sigworth, 1990; 
Wonderlin et al., 1990b). However, relatively less atten- 
tion  has  been given  to similar errors encountered  in 
the measurement of filtered unitary current amplitudes 
with the use of amplitude histograms.  The most com- 
monly used method for measuring single-channel cur- 
rent is to filter the record at a bandwidth that attenu- 
ates  most  of  the  high-frequency  background  noise, 
compile an  amplitude  histogram,  and  identify a  peak 
corresponding to the open-channel current. Motivated 
by our experience in measuring BPTI-induced substate 
events under a variety of filtering and noise conditions, 
we carried out a  general simulation of the effect of a 
fast, two-state fluctuation on unitary current measure- 
ment based on the use of amplitude histograms. 
When considering the implications of our results, it is 
important  to  realize  that  the  methods  our  program 
uses to measure apparent unitary currents are based on 
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we believe that Fig.  12 A represents a  fair approxima- 
tion  of worst case underestimates  of true  unitary cur- 
rent that may occur when special care is not taken to as- 
sess  excess  current  noise.  The  basic  conclusion  from 
this simulation is that a serious underestimation  (>5% 
error)  of current amplitude can occur whenever there 
is a  closing rate  constant  leading  from an  open  state 
that  is  greater  than  eight  times  the  filter  cutoff fre- 
quency, f  This result is analogous to the deadtime for- 
mula for measuring dwell times: events shorter than a 
deadtime,  T  d, are missed completely at the 50% thresh- 
old detection limit when they are ~1/5.6  times the re- 
ciprocal filter frequency, T  d =  0.179/f(Colquhoun  and 
Sigworth,  1983).  A  more  specific  examination  of the 
reasons for the failure of amplitude histograms at high 
transition rates (relative to J) shows that it is difficult to 
detect and  accurately evaluate  the  amplitude  tail  of a 
highly skewed histogram. Also, in the limit of fast clos- 
ing and opening fluctuations, a [3-distribution of excess 
noise mimics a  Gaussian distribution  expected for the 
background noise. 
Several methods have been previously described for 
correcting  measurements  of  single-channel  current 
amplitudes,  but  none  of these  are  fail-safe. The  most 
straightforward  approach  is  to  directly  fit  the  time 
course  of  individual  opening  and  closing  events  to 
match  the  filtered  response  of the  recording  system 
(Colquhoun  and  Sigworth,  1983;  Ferguson  et  al., 
1993).  However, as noted by Colquhoun  and Sigworth 
(1983), for events much shorter than the recording sys- 
tem risetime, it becomes very difficult to simultaneously 
find the correct duration and amplitude that fits an at- 
tenuated  pulse.  In a  specific application of measuring 
the  unitary  current  of single  voltage-sensitive K-chan- 
nels, Wonderlin and French  (1991) introduced a tail-fit 
method for estimating the highest genuine current am- 
plitude  of the  population.  However, as applied to the 
simulation  of Fig.  12,  we  find  that  this  method  ulti- 
mately fails to measure the true amplitude in the limit 
of brief openings. Beta-function analysis is a very useful 
method  for  extending  the  resolution  of  brief  dwell 
times to values below the  system deadtime  (FitzHugh, 
1983;  Yellen,  1984),  but  practical  applications  of this 
method  generally assume  that the  underlying current 
amplitudes of the  two-state process are known or they 
are equated with resolved states of the current record. 
It may be  expected  that  simultaneous  fitting  of both 
amplitudes  and  dwell  times  (four  parameters)  to 
binned data with a [3-distribution would lead to a range 
of acceptable  fits  with  some  uncertainty  in  the  esti- 
mated  amplitudes  (e.g.,  Nakazawa  and  Hess,  1993). 
Similar difficulties at the high frequency limit undoubt- 
edly  apply  to  analogous  approaches  such  as  higher- 
order cumulants of the amplitude distribution  (Heine- 
mann  and  Sigworth,  1991)  and  the  analysis of power 
spectra (Heinemann and Sigworth, 1993). 
Therefore, it must be recognized that measurement 
of a  unitary current,  whether it is defined as an  open 
state or a  substate, is an apparent value that is a  func- 
tion of the filter frequency of the observation. For this 
reason, a critical evaluation of excess noise is an impor- 
tant task in defining the mechanism of ion conduction. 
This requires an effort to collect single-channel data at 
the  best  possible  resolution  (low  background  noise, 
high filter frequency). If little excess noise is present at 
the  highest  achievable resolution,  then  confidence  in 
any static  model  of ion  permeation  is  proportionally 
greater.  However,  if excess  noise  is  associated  with  a 
particular  conductance  level  and  it  cannot  be  attrib- 
uted to a direct blocking process, then the contribution 
of a  fluctuating  barrier  mechanism  merits  consider- 
ation. 
Other Examples of Open Channel Noise and 
Possible Implications 
Theory suggests  that protein  conformational  changes 
on  the  time scale of ion  transport can have profound 
implications for interpreting the conductance behavior 
of channel  proteins  (L~iuger et al.,  1980;  Ciani,  1984; 
Eisenman  and  Dani,  1986;  Eisenman,  1987;  Mironov, 
1992). In particular, these latter studies have noted that 
fluctuating barrier models involving reversible changes 
in affinity at a single ion-binding site can generate be- 
havior that is usually attributed to multi-ion occupancy. 
Such behavior arises from the coupling of ion transport 
to  protein  conformational  changes  and  can  occur 
when  the  rate of conformational fluctuations  is equal 
to  or  less  than  the  rate  of  ion  translocation  steps 
(L~uger et al., 1980; L/iuger, 1985; Eisenman and Dani, 
1986).  Despite  this  awareness,  there  have  been  rela- 
tively few studies of open-channel noise for most of the 
major classes of physiologically significant channels.  In 
the few cases where it has been investigated,  evidence 
indicates  that structural  fluctuations  may be quite  im- 
portant. 
For example, unitary ionic currents of the low molec- 
ular weight gramicidin channel display very little excess 
noise  below the  measurable range of 20 kHz and  can 
generally  be  well  described  by rigid  pore  models  of 
transport.  However,  Cs +  currents  through  gramicidin 
channels  do  exhibit  excess  open-state  noise  corre- 
sponding  to  current  interruptions  of ~1  ~zs  (Heine- 
mann and Sigworth,  1991). This noise has been attrib- 
uted to fluctuations in the entry barriers for Cs + and is 
speculated to arise from motions of the carboxyl-termi- 
nal residue at the channel mouth (Heinemann and Sig- 
worth, 1990). This latter study suggests that the binding 
of Cs + stabilizes a relatively more open conformation of 
64  Fluctuating  Barrier Mechanism  for Conductance Substates gramicidin. Gramicidin channels have also been found 
to exhibit subconductance behavior due  to structural 
perturbations at the dimer interface (Oiki et al., 1992), 
suggesting that inter-subunit interactions may also be 
an important determinant of open-channel noise. 
Unitary currents of rat muscle Ach-receptor channels 
have been found to exhibit low-frequency, open-state 
noise consistent with a current fluctuation of 3% of the 
open-channel amplitude on a time scale of N1 ms (Sig- 
worth,  1985).  The relatively high  temperature depen- 
dence of this process (Qo0 "~ 3) implies that it reflects a 
conformational  fluctuation  rather  than  a  diffusional 
process. This particular type of low frequency fluctua- 
tion  can  be  explained  by random  transitions  among 
many closely spaced  conductance  levels  (Heinemann 
and  Sigworth,  1993).  Native  Ach-receptor  channels 
from cultured chick muscle cells also display a  promi- 
nent substate  level that has  a  significantly larger vari- 
ance  than  the  main  open state,  suggesting  that some 
type of fluctuation underlies the substate  level  (Auer- 
bach  and  Sachs,  1984).  Single K  channels  of skeletal 
muscle and heart sarcoplasmic reticulum  (SR)  exhibit 
a  prominent  subconductance  state  that  displays  the 
same ionic selectivity as the main open state  (Labarca 
and Miller, 1981; Tomlins et al., 1984; Fox, 1985; Hill et 
al., 1989). Hill et al.  (1990) noted that current noise of 
the SR K-channel substate recorded in bilayers is signif- 
icantly greater than  that of the  open state at a  band- 
width  of  100  Hz.  These  authors  proposed  a  flutter 
model involving a weighted average of two current lev- 
els as the basis for the substate. Recently, Hainsworth et 
al.  (1994)  characterized excess open-state noise in SR 
K-channels from native lobster SR and concluded that 
motions of the channel molecule in the range of 104- 
107 Hz are a likely source of this behavior. 
In addition to these examples, the single-channel lit- 
erature holds numerous  observations where consider- 
ation  of fluctuating  barrier  models  could  potentially 
yield new insights. One application concerns the mech- 
anistic interpretation of unitary LVrelations that rectify 
under conditions of symmetrical permeant ion concen- 
tration. Specifically, single-channel LVcurves of various 
C1  channels exhibit outward  rectification in  the  pres- 
ence of symmetrical C1- solutions (Welsh and Liedtke, 
1986;  Chen  et  al.,  1989;  Lukacs  and  Moczydlowski, 
1990).  Similarly, unitary I-V relations of a  number of 
voltage-sensitive  K-channels  also  exhibit moderate  in- 
ward  rectification in  the  presence  of symmetrical K + 
(Isacoff et  al.,  1991;  Wonderlin  and  French,  1991). 
Other notable examples of strongly rectifying conduc- 
tance  states  have  also  been  described for a  plant  K + 
channel  (Tyerman et al.,  1992)  and a  bacterial anion- 
selective channel (Schurholz et al., 1993). An attractive 
explanation for these  observations is  a  voltage-depen- 
dent  fluctuating  barrier  process  similar  to  that  de- 
scribed here. If such examples of rectification cannot 
be  attributed  to possible  blocking ions  such  as  Ca  2+, 
Mg  2+, and H + , or the presence of asymmetric surface 
potentials, then investigation of the possible voltage de- 
pendence of open-channel noise is warranted. 
Another relevant question concerns observed differ- 
ences in the unitary conductance of channel isoforms 
that are members of a closely related gene family. For 
example, L, N, and T-type Ca-channels  display appar- 
ently different unitary current amplitudes  (Nowycky et 
al.,  1985); and, similar variations in unit conductance 
occur for homologous members of the Kv channel fam- 
ily (Stfihmer et al.,  1989)  when compared at ,'~1 kHz 
bandwidth.  In some cases, such differences have been 
attributed to particular amino acid substitutions in the 
pore-forming domains  (Taglialatela  et al.,  1993).  An- 
other way to explain apparent conductance differences 
among  channel  isoforms  would  be  to  propose  that 
structurally  related  channels  have  approximately  the 
same intrinsic open-state current but differ in the equi- 
librium constant of a fast filtered fluctuation, as mod- 
eled in Fig.  12.  This idea would predict that channel 
relatives may display dramatic differences in open-state 
noise at an appropriate bandwidth. A case of particular 
interest is the observation that distinct gating modes of 
a single N-type Ca-channel also differ in unitary current 
by ~0.2 pA (Delcour et al., 1993). In light of our find- 
ings, it is possible that both gating modes of this chan- 
nel  actually have  the  same  open-state  current,  but  a 
shift  in  equilibrium  of a  fluctuating  barrier  process 
gives rise to different observed current levels. Hidden, 
fast fluctuations may be of general importance to the 
superfamily of voltage-sensitive ion channels since volt- 
age-sensitive Na-channels  also  exhibit prominent sub- 
conductance  behavior in  the  presence  of drugs  that 
prolong inactivation (Patlak, 1993). 
Other  cases  of  ligand-induced  substates  may  ulti- 
mately be explained by fluctuating barrier theory. One 
example to be considered is the dramatic effect of the 
alkaloid, ryanodine, on the SR Ca-release channel. This 
channel normally exhibits a  very complicated pattern 
of gating activity and binding of ryanodine appears to 
"lock" the  channel at a  stable '--~40% subconductance 
level (Lindsay et al., 1994). As we have seen here, a fluc- 
tuating barrier model predicts that ligand-induced sub- 
states may either exhibit more or less excess noise than 
the unmodified channel, depending on the change in 
rate constants relative to filter frequency. Other candi- 
date phenomena include the effect of lipophilic alka- 
loid toxins, such as batrachotoxin and veratridine, on 
voltage-sensitive  Na-channels  (Correa  et  al.,  1991; 
Wang et al., 1990; reviewed in Moczydlowski and Schild, 
1994) and an oxygen-dependent change in unitary con- 
ductance of a large conductance CaZ+-activated K channel 
in rat brain neurons (Jiang and Haddad, 1994). 
65  Moss AND MOCZYDLOWSKI As  some  of the  preceding  examples  suggest,  open 
channel noise and fluctuating barriers  also have impli- 
cations for the analysis of channel gating  (i.e.,  broadly 
defined as the kinetic pathway by which channels open 
and close). If the open current level is inherently noisy, 
then brief transitions detected at high bandwidth could 
arise from an unresolved process with an unknown con- 
ductance substructure.  This leads to an inevitable dual- 
ity in the classification of events attributable  to the gat- 
ing  process  vs  those  assigned  to  the  conduction  pro- 
cess.  This  duality  is  an  inherent  feature  of L/iuger's 
original model  (Lfmger et al.,  1980)  and predicts  cou- 
pling between pore occupancy and channel gating that 
has been documented in a  number of cases, including 
maxi  K(Ca)channels  (Swensen  and  Armstrong,  1981; 
Matteson  and Swenson,  1986; Miller et al.,  1987; Rich- 
ard  and  Miller,  1990;  Neyton  and  Pelleschi,  1991; 
Demo and Yellen,  1992).  In our simulations  of the lin- 
ear Closed-Open-Substate scheme, one of the ways such 
coupling can  originate  is  apparent  from the variation 
in the probability of the long-lived closed  (C)  states in 
records of Figs. 11 and 13. As the dwell time in the Sub- 
state  increases  (decreasing  f3/f),  it  appears  that  the 
channel  has a  lower unitary conductance but it closes 
less frequently.  This is because there is no direct path- 
way between  the  Closed  state  and  the  Substate  in  the 
scheme we have assumed. As the probabilty of residing 
in  the  subconductance  state  increases,  the  probability 
of channel  closing decreases.  When  the  substate  is fa- 
vored,  the  slow  gating  equilibrium  (C-O  reaction)  of 
the channel appears to shift toward an open state with 
lower apparent conductance but higher "open" proba- 
bility. Thus, apparent changes in gating kinetics can oc- 
cur if ion occupancy of the  channel  alters  the  confor- 
mational  equilibrium  between  open  and  unresolved 
conductance states. 
Conclusion 
Our pursuit of the mechanism of interaction of Kunitz 
inhibitor/dendrotoxin  proteins with maxi K(Ca)  chan- 
nels has forced us to look beyond static, photographic 
images of channel pores and seriously consider the im- 
plications  of protein  dynamics.  The  example  of BPTI- 
and  DTX-induced  substates  supports  the  notion  that 
rapid  protein  conformational  transitions  underlying 
open-channel noise can have a substantial influence on 
the  process  of  ion  conduction.  Another  implication 
concerns  the  interpretation  of mutational  studies  of 
channel  domains  involved in permeation.  Our  results 
suggest that apparent changes in unitary conductance 
caused  by a  mutation  could  result  from indirect  allo- 
steric  effects that perturb  fluctuating barrier processes 
rather than direct chemical interactions between pore- 
lining residues and permeant ions. Despite  the danger 
of interpreting  mutations,  a  mutational  approach  to 
the identification  of structural  domains of maxi K(Ca) 
channels that mediate the BPTI effect may help to elu- 
cidate the physical nature of the fluctuating barrier we 
have invoked to explain  conductance and rectification 
changes. 
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